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"One of the test aids in providing for individixal differences in
reading ability is to have, in each grade, reading material difficult
enoxagh to offer an adequate challenge to the most gifted pupil in the
room, and other books easy enough to be read with satisfaction by the
poorest reader. If this requirement is met in selecting, not only books
for recreatory reading but also books for the work type reading, an
important step will have been taken in adapting the course of study to
the needs of individuals."^
If this selection of reading material is to be carried on a large
scale, and if it is to have any objective basis, then some way must be
found whereby books, magazines, articles, and other materials of reading
may be judged as to their level of difficulty. Perhaps the texts in
reading "systems" need least attention, (although even in this well-
cultivated field there are no definite standards, and there are many
neglected spots); but the textbook in a "content subject", or, to an even
greater degree, the miscellaneous and often transient supplementary reading
matter so in^jortant in the modem schoolroom,— such material must be judged
and assigned, or recommended, to its appropriate place. The grade- teacher
has her rule-of-th\imb methods, more or less successftil as far as her own
immediate sitxiation is concerned. She coxild, however, often use with
profit some more objective measxiring stick, if a fairly simple one could
be placed in her hands. And surely, for purposes of more wide-spread or
more formal use, as, perhaps in the case of a committee making recommen-
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-dations for a grade or school, there shotild be devised a practical but
reasonably accurate scheme for determining the difficulty of reading
matter, and its consequent grade-placement.
Investigation in this field has already been carried on. Some of
the results of such research will be noted a little later. However, no
fully reliable procedure has been developed, especially for materials in
the primary grades.
The aim or the study outlined in these pages is two-fold. First, it
is desired to derive a criterion against which methods of determining the
difficulty of primary grade reading materials may be evaluated; second,
to offer certain further data showing the value and limitations of grade-
placement techniques already formulated. The techniques evalxiated are
those formulated by Dolchl
,
Johnson 2^ Lewerenz 3^ Pressey and Lively
McClusky Washburne and Vogel
^E. W. Dolch, “Vocabulary Burden", Journal of Educational Research
,
XVII, (March, 1928), p. 170.
R, Johnson, “An Objective Method of Determining Reading




^A. S. Lewerenz, “The Measurement of the Difficulty of Reading
Materials." Educational Research Bulletin (Los Angeles City Schools),
VIII, (March," 1925), ppV 11-16.
^S. L. Pressey and B. A. Lively, “A Method for Measuring the
•Vocabulary B\irden' of Textbooks." Educational Administration and Super-
vision
.
IX, (October, 1923), pp. 389-398.
^H. y. McClusky, "Quantitative Analysis of the Difficulty of




Vogel and C. W. Washburne, "An Objective Method of Determining
Grade Placement of Children's Reading Material." Elementary School
Journal, XXVIII, (January, 1938), pp. 373-381.
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS IKVKSTIGATIONS

SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATIONS
The prohlem of formulating methods for determining the difficulty
of reading materials has already been investigated to some extent.
Lewerenz^ reported a study made by the Educational Research Division
of the Los Angeles Public Schools. By comparing the number of different
words beginning with each letter of the alphabet in a given selection
with that of the standard provided by Webster's Elementaiy School Diction-
ary, five critical letters were selected as indicators of reading diffi-
culty. Words beginning with W, H, and B were found frequently in easy
material while there were comparatively few beginning with I and E. With
difficialt material the situation was reversed.
As far as it is possible to ascertain this predominance of words
beginning with certain letters is purely a matter of chance. In order
to be sure of the validity of any such test, it would have to be based
on a very extensive investigation. If it is true, it offers a very
simple standard for measuring the difficulty of a selection. One could
hardly use it with confidence however, until it is thoroughly proved.
McCluskyS carried on a study to determine the characteristics of
reeuiing materials representing different levels of difficulty. Six
passages (fiction, political science, economics, sociology, psychology,
physics) ranging from 580 to 919 words in length were tried out on more
lA. S. Lewerenz, op. cit.
%cClusky H. y. op. cit.
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than 100 college students.
The first point determined was the levels of difficiilty represented
by the six passages according to the rate standard. In order to determine
why some passages were harder than others, the selections were analyzed
for the following points:
1. Does the number of ideas per 100 words correspond to different
levels of difficulty in reading materials?
2. Does the length of words have any bearing on levels of difficxilty
in reading materials?
3. Does the length of sentences have any bearing on the levels of
difficulty of reading materials?
4. Do the kinds of words have any bearing on the levels of difficxilty
in reading materials?
McClusky^concluded that:
1. Different types of reading material represent different levels
of diffic\ilty. Fiction occupied the easy level while psychology and
physics appeared at a difficult level.
2. Analysis of the passages indicates that the easy material
is characterized by the short, single sentence structure and easy familiar
vocabxilary; while the difficult material is characterized by a technical,
xinfamiliar vocabulary and complex structure. All the types of material
presented about the same number of ideas per hundred words.
This is an interesting study but the conclusions are general and
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Johnson^ studied a method of determining the difficulty of general
reading material based upon the theory that the percent of polysyllabic
words is a measure of the difficiilty which children will have in reading.
He bases the theory on the following points;
1. An experiment was conducted in which the same reading content was
presented to two equally capable groups of 123 students each. For one
group, as many monosyllabic words as possible were introduced into the
story, but for the other group many synonymous polysyllabic words were
substituted. The two versions, of approximately 800 words each, had the
same vocabulary except in the case of 83 words which were monosyllabic in
one version, and polysyllabic in the other. The wide difference in score
between these two eqtaated groups indicates that the monosyllabic word
test was strikingly less difficiilt than the polysyllabic word test.
2. The percentage of polysyllabic words in the first five successive
gro\;q)S of 500 words in the Thorndike list increases with each group,
indicating that as the words decrease in frequency of use, they increase
in length.
3. The vocabiilary of certain standard reading tests, the general
difficulty of which has already been experimentally determined showed an
increase in polysyllabic words from grade to grade.
4. Books expressly written for consecutive grades, in a series of
readers or language books, showed an increase in polysyllabic words from
grade to grade.
5. The use of this measure gave results corresponding to those found
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when the percent of technical words was computed.
,
I
6. Books of general reading character are also meas\irable by the count
of polysyllabic words.
This study (with the exception of the phase based on an experiment
with the reading content of two selections in which only 83 words varied)
is almost wholly based upon conclusions drawn from experiments carried on
to prove some other phase of reading difficulty and the fact that the
nvimber of polysyllabic words happens to increase in these studies may be
merely incidental. For example, Johnson^ asstimes that because the n\imber
of polysyllabic words increases in the more difficult selections in
standard tests, the number of polysyllabic words is an indication of
reading difficulty, whereas there is a possibility that this is a coir>-
cidence and that other elements cause the difficulty.
With the exception of the phase dealing with the reading of the two
selections there is no indication that the principle of the study was
acttially tried out but is merely the result of deductions drawn from
other studies.
The comparisons of the technique to the frequency on the Thorndike
word list and the Pressey Lively^ study subject it to the limitations of
those studies.
Dolch suggests the following methods of evaluating reading difficulty!
1. Divide the total number of running words in a book by the total
ntimber of different words, giving a percent which indicates roughly the
vocabulary burden. Dolch maintains, however_, that this is not entirely
satisfactory because it does not distinguish between relative diffictilty
R. Johnson, op. cit.
L. Pressey and B. A. Lively, op. cit#

of different words
2. Check the vocabulary against the Combined Word Study List to
determine the percent of words probably unknown to the children at the
beginning of the school year in which the book is used. This gives
relative difficulty of vocabulary, but again Dolch^ sviggests that it is
not entirely satisfactory because he says it takes no account of diffeav
ences in repetition, which may affect considerably the diffic\xlty of the
text itself.
3. Compare the groups of difficult words (as compared with such a
list as the Combined Word List) to the total nximber of running words.
4. Construct a table distributing the different words in the book
into the grades in which they belong to show degrees of difficxilty of
different words. According to Dolch this method also ignores repetions.
The median frequency for each group of difficult words should be shown.
This method Dolch maintains gives a truer resxilt.
The Combined List to which Dolch refers has recently been published
as the Buckingham Dolch Combined Word List^ . It was organized to
determine what words children know from Grade II throxigh Grade VIII.
This study is based upon The Free Association Study, Horn's vocabulary of
six year olds. The Kindergarten Union List, Jones* investigation of
material of English spelling, Tidyman's survey of the writing vocabTolaries
of public school children in Connecticut, studies concerning spelling
lists by Studley-Ware, Payne-Garris on, Nicholas Bauer, Horn's Basic
Writing vocabulary. Gate's Reading Yocabiilary for Primary Grades and
Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book.
^E. W. Dolch, op. cit.
R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, "A Combined Word List '.' pp. 184
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8Thorndike's Teacher's Word Book.
The authors outline the following limitations that will affect the
use of this list:
1. Children's word knowledge is certain to change with changing life
conditions.
2. There are some gaps in the list especially concerning con^jound
words.
3. Because children's environment is not \iniform throtighout the
country, it is not safe to say that certain words are known to all
children.
4. The grade placement of words has been difficult because of the
disagreement among the lists studied.
5. The meanings of the words listed were not implied in any study.
These points plus the fact that word difficulty is largely determined
(according to Wiley )*• by the meaning which a child has for a word, limits
the value of this technique for determining difficulty of reading
materials.
Lively and Pressey2 studied the vocabulary burden of sixteen
different types of reading material varying the difficulty from second
grade readers to college textbooks in relation to the following questions!
1. How many words must be included in any sampling from a textbook
in order to obtain a reliable indication regarding vocabulary - and how
shovild these words be selected?
2. How can the difficxilty of the words in this sampling be best
^W. E. Wiley, "DiffiCTilt Words and the Beginner.” Journal of
Educational Research, XVII, (April, 1928) pp. 278-289.
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The method of vocabulary sampling adopted dealt with thousand word
Tinits obtained from a systematic sampling thro^aghout the text.
After the word count was made the thousand word samplings were
analyzed with reference to the following points;
a. range of vocabiilary, or niimber of different word per 1000 words
sampled.
b. number of words not occurring in the Thorndike list^of the 10,000
most common words.
c. weighted median Thorndike “Word List" index number.
This method is somewhat limited, (as explained by the authors),
1. “because the reliability of the thousand word san^iling- as determined
by comparisons of two samplings for each book - was ‘fair’. 2, the
description of the sampling in terms of range number of zero value words,
and weighted median index nximber undoubtedly leaves out certain important
elements. 3, the method is so involved in the use of the Thorndike
*Word Book' as to partake of any faults that the book may have."
The Thorndike list referred to in this study is an ungraded list of
ten thousand words fo\ind most frequently and widely in general reading and
derived from forty-one sources including literature for children, classics,
elementary school text books, books about cooking, sewing, farming, daily
newspapers, and from correspondence.
The faxilts of the Thorndike list referred to on point, #3 which tend
to weaken any study based upon it are;
1. that classic literature for adults formed far too great a part of
^E. L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book, rev. ed. pp. 134.
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2. that the author assumes that frequency and difficulty correlate
closely.
3. that there is no established relation between Thorndike^ frequency
levels and school levels.
In regard to Thorndike’s asstuaption that frequency and difficulty
correlate closely, Wiley
,
in his study concerning the learning difficulty
of words in a reading vocabulary in first readers found that as far as
his study of 60 words was concerned, frequency in the Thorndike list meant
difficulty of learning. The study showed a correlation of -.21'. 08 between
frequency on the Thorndike list and ease of learning. This correlation
is so low as to be of little value but Wiley maintains that it gives no
justification for an indiscriminate use of the Thorndike list as the soxirce
for first grade words. The 60 words used also appeared in Oates list^ and
all but three of them occur among the first five h\indred words. Neverthe-
less, the ease of learning of the words used in the study and the ratings
given by Gates correlate .2t .08. Evidently the critera used by Gates
(Thorndike’s list, a count of children’s literature. Packer's vocabulary^
of ten first readers and Horn's list^) do not get at the root of the
difficulty which children experience in learning words.
^E. L. Thorndike, op. cit.
%. E. Wiley, op. cit.
TP
*^A. I. Gates, Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades , rev. ed.l935
4j. L. Packer, The Vocabialaries of Ten First Readers . Twentieth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Part II,
Chapter IX. pp. 127-145.
5
E. Horn, The Commonest Words In the Spoken Vocabulary of Children
Before Entering the First Grade.
o.c
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Wiley maintains that althoi:igh 60 words may not be a siifficiently
large sampling upon which to draw conclusions all the data of his experi- j'
raent indicated that in the preparation of the lists too much emphasis has
been placed upon the utility of the words as measured by adult standards.
I
j
He concludes, 1, that the meaning which a word has for a first grade
|
I
child is a factor vtoich will greatly influence the difficulty he may have !
i
in learning to recognize the word symbol.
2, nouns and adjectives are more quickly learned than
other parts of speech.
3, children, accidentally or deliberately, make use of
cues in their attempt to recognize new words.
Vogel and Washbume^ selected one hundred fifty books from the
Winnetka Graded Book List as a basis for their study concerning grade
placement of children’s materials.
The Winnetka teachers* seminar examined the books for the following
elements of difficxilty:
1. Vocabulary difficulty (according to Pressey's technique)
a. Number of different words occurring in a sampling of 1,000 words.
b. Median index number (based on Thorndike’s indexed word list) of
1,000-word sampling.
c. Number of words in 1,000-word ampling not occurring in Thorndike’s
list.
2. Sentence structure of seventy-five san5)le sentences
a. Sentence use—declarative, exclamatory, imperative, and interrogar*
tive
^M. Vogel and C. W. Washbume, "An Objective Method of Determining
Grade Placement of Children's Reading Material." Elementary School Journal
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b. Sentence form—simple, complex compound and complex-corapoTind
c. Dependent clauses—noun, adjective, and adverbial
d. Phrases—adjective, adverbial, infinitive and participial
3. Parts of speech occurring in 1. 000-word sampling—nouns (common and
proper, abstract and concrete), pronouns, verbs (action and non-action,
transitive and intransitive), infinitives, participles, geninds, adjec-
tives (sensory and non-sensory)
,
articles, adverbs, prepositions, con-
junctions, interjections and expletives,
4. Paragraph construction:
a. Number of sentences and words per paragraph of conversation and
non-conversation,
b. Percentage of seventy-five sentences containing conversation.
5. General structure;
a. Number of words to a line, nuunber of lines to a book, and number of
words to a book.
b. Length of chapters.
6. Physical makeup:
a. Weight
b. Size of type
c. Length of line
d. Distance between lines
After the elements were tabulated and counted for each book, each
element was graphed to determine whether there was a definite rise or
fall from grade to grade and these were chosen for study.
Various combinations of the following elements were tried; median
reading score; different words in 1,000; prepositions in 1,000 words;
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verbs in 1,000 words; words per paragraph; words in 75 sentences; simple
sentences in 75; uncommon words in 1,000; adverbial clauses in 75 sentences;
and the best multiple correlation (.845) combining four elements, was made
the basis of a regression equation which predicts the reading score
necessary for the reading and understanding of any given book.
The elements which have a multiple correlation of .845 are as follows:
number of different words occurring in a sampling of 1,000 words (X2),
number of prepositions (including duplicates) occiirring in 1,000-word
sampling (X3), number of words (including duplicates) in 1,000-word
sampling not occurring in Thorndike’s list (X4), and number of simple
sentences in 75 sample sentences (X5).
The technique for working out this eqtiation is as follows:
1. Make a sampling of 1,000 words from the book as follows:
a. Determine the n\imber of pages in the book.
b. Determine the number of words per line by counting the number of
words in ten lines scattered through the book and dividing by 10.
c. Divide 1,000 (the n\imber of words needed) by the number of words
per line. For example, if there are eight words per line, Item c
will be 1,000 divided by 8, or 125, the nximber of pages from which
sample lines are to be chosen.
d. Divide the number of pages in the book (for example, 432) by the
ntimber of pages from which samples are to be chosen (for example,
125). In the example given, the quotient is 3.5. Therefore, the
sample lines will be taken from every third page.
e. Copy on a separate card (cards cut 2 inches by 3 inches are a
convenient size) every word from the top line (or any other given
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line) of every page to be sampled. Put a p in the corner of each
card containing a word used as a preposition.
f. After copying the words from a given line on the ntunber of pages
not
estimated in c, coxuit the cards. If there is^^an even thousand,
discard any excess, or add cards by copying words from additional
lines until an exact thousand is reached.
g. Arrange the cards in strictly alphabetical order so that all
duplicates of any given word come together. Eliminate all dupli-
cate cards, writing the total number of such cards on the one card
that remains. For example, if there are thirty cards containing
the word ”the*', write the number 30 on one "the“ card and discard
the other cards containing this word.
2. CoTint the cards after the duplicates have been eliminated, thus obtain-*
ing the number of different words in 1,000. Call this number X2.
3. CoTint the total number of prepositions in the 1,000 words. If the
preposition "in", for example, occxxrs fifteen times, it should count
as fifteen prepositions. Record the total nvunber of prepositions
as X3.
4. Check each word card with Thorndike’s word list. Count the total
number of words, including duplicates, which do not occur in Thorndike's
list. In this connection it must be remembered that derived forms of
words included in the Thorndike list are considered as beining themselvei
included in the list. For example, the word "sing" occurs in the
Thorndike list. The word "singing" would be counted as being included
in the Thorndike list, although it will not be found there in this form.
Thorndike's introduction to his word list should b® carefxilly read to
‘
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determine which derived forms he has not included. Record the
total number of words not included in Thorndike's list as X4.
5.
Make a sampling of seventy-five sentences from the hook as follows:
a. CoTxnt the total number of pages in the book, excluding pict\ire
pages.
b. Divide the number of pages in the book by 75 to determine which
pages must be chosen. For exan^jle, if there are 150 pages in
the book, a sentence should be taken from every other page to
make up the 75 needed sentences. If there are 250 pages in the
book, a sentence should be taken from every third page.
c. Tabulate as simple or not simple the first complete sentence on
every page to be sampled. A simple sentence is defined as one in
which there are no dependent or co-ordinate clauses; it therefore
contains only one subject and one predicate.
6. Count the n\nnber of simple sentences in the 75 sentences sampled.
Record this number as X5.
7. Apply the following regression equation to the data, XI being
the reading score; X2, the number of different words in 1,000;
X3 the number of prepositions in 1,000; and X5 the nvunber of simple
sentences in 75;
Xn = ,085Xo ^ .101 X, + .604 X - .411 X_ + 17.451 ~ 3 4 b
The answer to the equation will be the score on the paragraph meaning
section of the Stanford Achievement Test necessary for reading the book
measured. This reading score may be translated into reading grade accord-
ing to the following table:
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This technique is carefully worked out; it considers many elements
of difficulty and would no doubt furnish adequate results. However, the
technique is long and involved and does not meet the standards of
simplicity of administration already set.
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To en5)hasize the point that there is need for further study of the
vocabulary biirden, the following studies by Packer^, Housh^, Stone^ and
Barring^ concerning the vocabulary burden of primary grade text books are
quoted;
Housh studied the vocabulary burden of ten second readers (l) to
determine the entire vocabulary of each book, (2) to find the "common
vocabulary", and (3) to compare the vocabularies of method and content
readers, and to show the relation between these two kinds of readers. The
study showed (1) that "of the thousands of words in the ten readers, only
419 are common to all ten, while when a 'method' reader and a content
reader are conpared, the number of words common to the two books ranges
from 655 to 928 words, (2) that hundreds of words used in each reader
occur only once, twice, or thrice in that reader."
In 1921 Packer studied the vocabulary bxirden of ten first readers.
This study showed that of 3,541 different words, 2048 appee.r four times
or less. Of the 3541 words, 58 per cent occurred from 1 to 4 times; 3
per cent from 5 to 29 times; slightly over 8 per cent from 30 to 99 times;
and only about 4 per cent from 100 to 5,250 times.
^J. L, Packer, The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers . Twentieth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. Part II,
Chapter IX. pp. 127-145.
T. Housh, Analysis of the Vocabularies of Ten Second Readers.
The Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education. Part I
,
Chapter IV, pp. 40-46.
rr




"^Earring, Sidney, "What Primer Shall I Use Next." Elementary School
Journal, XXXII, (Novemeber, 1931). pp. 207-213.
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Selke and Selke^ analyzed the vocabularies of the beginning books cf
twelve reading methods. This study showed (l) certain books introduce
several times as many words as others, (2) the amount of repetition in
different books varies considerably, and (3) few readers have more than
one third of their vocabulary in common with any other one of twelve
readers.
Kircher^ studied the vocabulary bxxrden of thirty-seven books—primers,
first readers, a.nd spelling books. In these books he found approximately
5000 different words.
In his study of fifteen primers, Harring^ foxind that the nximber of
different words used in a primer varies from two hundred to over five
hundred words and the range in total word content is from two thousand
to over eight thousand words. In order to determine the relative diffi-
culty of the vocabulary and thus enable the teacher to present the primers
in such an order that each one woiild supplement the preceding book, he
studied, the following:
1. the number of different words in each of the fifteen primers.
2. the total niunber of words.
3. the average ntunber of times each word is repeated.
4.
the average number of new words to a page.
^E. Selke and G. A. Selke, “A Study of Vocabularies of Beginning
Books of Twelve Reading Methods." Journal of Educational Research,
XXII, (June, 1922), pp. 745-749.
2
H. W. Kircher, Analysis of the Vocabtdary of Thirty-Seven Primers
and First Readers. The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Study of
Education.
*^S. Earring, op. cit.
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With this information he found (l) the percentaige of words used in
common in any two of the fifteen primers studied and (2) the rankings of
fifteen primers according to the percentage of words used in common, thus
enabling the teacher to select her primers in order of the number of new
words introduced.
A more recent study by Stone ^concerned the new words appearing in
first, second, and third grade readers. A study of second readers in
sixteen series showed that approximately 3200 different words appear in
the total list.
These studies clearly show that there is further need for investigatioii
in the field of vocabulary.
^C. R. Stone, “Second Grade Reading Vocabulary.” Elementary School
Journal, XXXV, (January, 1935), pp. 359-367.
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THE PROCEDURE USED IN DERIVING A CRITERION FOR THE EVALUATION OF METHODS
OF DETERiaNING GRADE PLACEMENT OF READING MATERIALS

DERIVING A CRITERION FOR THE EVALUATION OF METHODS OF
DETERl^INING GRADE PLACEMENT OF READING MATERIALS
In order to establish the validity of any method of determining the
difficulty of reading material, it is necessary to have a criterion
consisting of reading selections of known difficulty against which the
method may be evaluated. Standard tests are unsuited for this purpose
in the primary grades, since the brevity of the test items creates an
unnatural reading sitmtion. Furthermore, the small sampling of primary
grade words and the shortness of the tests make it impossible to apply
the grade-placement formulas to such material with any degree of accuracy.
Textbooks for the primary grades might be used if one could be sure that
they were of the proper difficulty for the grade to which they were
assigned. However, experience with textbooks in the classroom shows that
books assigned to a particular grade vary greatly in difficulty.
The first task of this study, then, was to provide a set of criterion
materials by establishing their gradation of difficulty through actual
classroom try-cut. The establishing of this criterion involved several
steps. First, twenty reading selections were chosen on the basis of a
tentative order of difficulty. Second, a procedure was outlined for
objective recording of the relative difficulties encountered by the
pupils in reading these selections. Third, the materials were tried out
on 60 children in grades 2 and 3. Fourth, the records of the various
elements of difficulty of each selection were combined into single
rating of difficulty for each selection. Fifth, the selections were
placed in order of difficulty to serve as a criterion for evaluation of
grade-placement methods.
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In order to choose twenty selections of pres\inahly increasing
difficulty it was decided to evaluate materials by using the vocabulary
frequency of words not included in a simple objectively determined word
list. The word list chosen ms Durrell’s Reading List^ for the First
Three Levels of Reading. This list was “derived from the Faucett-Maki
combination of the Hom^ and Thorndike^ lists by taking all the words
with a rating below 20 and checking then for children's usage by the
Fitzgerald^ list, (a list of words used in the out-of-school writing
vocabularies of children in grades four, five, and six). Words with a
frequency below 15 on the Fitzgerald list were omitted. Thus a list of
656 words was obtained."
In order to decide which of the words sho\ild be presented to the chiH.
first, Durrell divided the list into four levels by giving each word a
new rating to insure common child usage of words in the lowest level of
the list. This rating was made by “increasing the Faucett-Maki rating
by 3 when the Fitzgerald frequency was below 25, increasing it by 2 when
the frequency was from 25 to 49 inclusive, and by 1 when the frequency was
between 50 and 74. The Faucett-Maki rating was tinchanged when the Fitz-
gerald frequency was 75 and above. It was found that approximately equal
division of the list into four levels was made when words with a rating
of 1 to 4 were put into level one, 5 to 9 into level two, 10-16 into level
Id. D. Durrell, “A Vocabulary for Corrective Reading." Elementary




^J . A. Fitzgerald, “The Vocabulary of Children's Letters Written
in Life Outside the School." Elementary School Journal XXXIV, (Janviary
1934), pp. 358-370.
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three, and 17 and above into level four.*'
In a late revision of this list, the words were divided into seven
levels of difficulty. By a^ preliminary study of word counts of primary
grade material it was decided to use a list which included only the words
of first three levels of difficulty.
Much material was analyzed to get a series of selections with an
increasing number of words not included in this list.
In analyzing the selections for the vocab\ilary burden the following
points adapted from those used by Thorndike^ and given in the Introduction
to the Teacher's Word Book were observed: (l) plurals formed by replacing
^
with ies were counted as new words ( cries) ; (2) adverbs formed from
adjectives by adding comparatives formed by adding er or r; (3) super-
latives formed by adding est or £t; (4) verb forms derived by adding
ed
,
or n and ing
,
in cases where the derived form would probably be easily
read and nmderstood if the pupil knew the primary word were not counted as
new words.
When several selections (500 words long), each with an increasing
number of "off-list" words had been obtained, they were "tried out" on
several children. Selections of five h\indred words proved to be too long;
children became tired and lost interest so it was decided to shorten the
selections to three hundred words.
Finally, twenty selections (each containing 300 words) were chosen
each with an increasing percentage of "off-list" words (counted once)
that do not appear on the Dxirrell list2.
^E. L. Thorndike, op. cit.
^D. D. Burrell, op. cit.
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TABLE I THE ORDER OF SELECTIONS ACCORDING TO THE PERCENTAGE OF “OFF-LIST''
TORDS (NOT INCLUDED IN THE DURRELL LIST).
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I
SELECTING STANDARDS FOR MEASURING THE RELATIVE DIFFICULTY OF
THE SELECTIONS
The next step was to measTore the difficulty of these selections by
act\xal try-out. Reading time and comprehension are probably significant
tests of difficulty of material. These were used in the investigation,
the material being used as both silent and oral reading. Since errors
in oral reading also were presximed to indicate the difficulty of a
selection, these were tabulated.
The following standards for testing and measuring the relative
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TESTING THE DIFFICULTY OF SELECTIONS BY ORAL READING
The first part of the study which concerns oral reading was started
in May with twenty-one children in the second grade in a public school.
(One child was excluded because of reading difficulty of selections.)
The class was chosen because:
1. The teacher was interested in experimentation.
2. The children were able to adapt themselves easily to changes in
their customary procedure.
3. The children were soon to be promoted to third grade.
There were four examiners: the teacher, two students of exceptional
ability and judgment, and the writer. Directions were discussed, practice
in carrying out the directions was given and experience in using the stop
watch was gained, before the actual testing began.
A room was reserved for testing purposes and each child read orally
one selection at a time after the following directions were given:
“I am going to show you the pictures that are in this
story. Then I should like to have you read the story to me.
When you start to read, I want you to read right through the
stoiy. Start herei"
As the child read, the examiner made a record of the reading time,
the errors made, and the phrasing. Errors were recorded according to the
following directions (from Dr. Durrell's individiial test):
1. Draw a circle around omitted words or parts of words.
2. Write the child’s mispronunciation above each word mispronounced.
Use a phonetic spelling so that the exact mispronunciation can be recalled.
3. Write R above all words repeated. If groups are repeated, draw a
o;iicu-it£ jjiso Ya et'cnoaJLca 'so YTJUomic 2ht
hoiacia e.Bw jinifrssi Ls'io arrc^onoo dotciw adJ lo 4't£.q iaii'i onT
.'rorfo? olldffc B al oLbz^ baooes eriJ ai cozblfdo er -^^a«nS di.tr at
,
.-snclio^lez Jo lb '9 xbesT lo eawfloecf bebrloxe buw blirio onO)
:'fnuBOBCf aoaodo a*w eejeXo ©nT
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©ci^Joaiq ,j&©Gax'OS£b e»'rj>r erroi^ocnid .•xa^iir &d3 bac .iaea^x/t -bc^
qo28 &dv eyutau ai '»o«©ix©<p^9 narla saw eaoiioeztb ©dl iac* ^al'iZ'iBO ai
.r^3^^d anJt^esi Xaaioa eil4 oTtolsd 7 rfoi^w
*^11x^0 Jbaoi blirio doaa Jbna aoaocctjjq ^niiaai zoJ b^vzaaez saw kooi A
:aovt^ 2Z(ryr eaciiOQzlb “^xairoLioJ odi Btuti ft Ja nolio^Xps ©ao
8lif~^ ai 0Z& iBtii BifZuiolq odi vex worie ecT saio^ a:a I*'
.'•c oi 'Cic3« sd^ i)/!©": juc^ svad oi 92I1X hjjjcda I aedT .v.iOvta
©n3 d3*/oid# cfrigii baoi oi jjo^ tfnaw I .baei ci izsts vox
'
^ "loiad ireiS -x^oia
fOdii ^di Ic biooG*! s sbaiB 'xaaicars ©rief ,6aot bXlrio ©riu sA
diii oi ^nibzcooB bsbtos©! aiaw a'lOTiS .saXs/vidq ©d^ baa .sbaa aioTi© ©d^
laxtbiyibax a ' Xla'Jttdl .zG notl) saoiicoiifi ^-hfcIXoY
.^h'xow lo atz&q lo cMow bwiioio jbaxiota ©XotIo a waid .X
. bsoaxycao'xqalni btow dca© ©voda acl^aioarraoiceitr s'bXldo ?d^ s^iiW
.‘;©IJ:£,o©'t ©d nao aol^aloawaotqeioi ioaxs odd dsdd os ^iXXsqe nWar.oiio a ©s'J
a wxrxJb ,b9wa©q©Tt oza sqaois .f-ajaaqoit si^xoTf XXs ovods H dJl'iff .B
line a"bove the group and put R above the line.
4. Write P above all words pronounced for the child.
5. Show insertions of words or syllables by a with the insertions
written above.
6. If errors come too rapidly for recording, draw a line through
the words mispronounced.
7. If a child ignores periods and commas, make an X through the ones
so ignored.
8. Make a check above words on which a child hesitates.
9. If a child hesitates on a word for 5 seconds without being able
to pronoiince the word, tell it to him and record P above the word.
10. If he mispronounces a word so that the meaning of the paragraph
will be seriously affected, pronoiince the word before he proceeds.
11. Mark phrasing.
Twenty multiple choice tests of twenty questions each (one test
for each selection) were constructed to test the children's comprehension
in both oral and silent reading. The vocabulary found in the selections
was used as much as possible in constructing the tests. In order to
control somewhat the relative difficulty of words, additional words ii>-
cluded in the tests were taken from the Gates' Word List. The same
percentage of the total niimber of additional words (included in each
test) was taken from the first 500 words, the second 500 words, and the
third 500 words in this list. In other words, 69^ of the additional
vocabulary used in the construction of each test was taken from the first
500 words of the Gates' list, 29$^ was taken from the second 500 words and
11‘^ from the third 500 words.
.eitil art# avoda H ^i/q bae- c vocfiB odll
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.jncw orii ovocB ? 070091 jns old cj XI- IXa^ «b*xow ad^ oo/iacnoiq.
dqtii^BiBq 9dd lo jyni:nBc»in «d^ d^di oa blow s aoqaxjanoiqaim od il .
.a-baeooiq od aio'iod' inow Ani aoauoociq .bo^ool'^B ^Xatfolioo od IXiw
.
*. rlesfjdq . IX
^ 89 ^ ono) rioB9 enoi^aanp xJnaw^ lo aias^ ooiodo oXqJt^XjUB vJnawT
noisrtodoiqeioD a’^o'ibXXrio adi )89^ oi beiojcnicnoo mow (acIcrooXsa does lol
ancUoalaB ni bfu/ol .^IjoBoi ineXio bnB Xaio dXod ai
0^ 79bio nl .3^q9j oriJ ^niiotnXaaco al oXdioeoq an doms 8b bacu enw
-pr* aOaow XBnoiixbbB ,aii7ow lo eviXBlai jBdw3r»oa loi^noo
©cusa odT .Jail fcioT. 'ae^nfl odd moil no:ieX oiow eJaoX rrX bobx/Xo
d0£-j ni bobt'Xoni) abiow Xjenoi^lbbB lo tsdsufa XbXO* adtf lo agB^nooteq
add jbflB .abiow 003 bnoosa 9x:x .abicw 003 ^eii i oi * ao'il na:!UJ^ 8bw Ub9^
XBflcfXibba odtf lo 0^3 .abiow iod;^o r<T -XaiX alni ni abiow 003 nidX
iaiil 9dX moil nosieJ bbw JeeJ doBo lo nc-iicm^Bnoo adJ ai ^iBlndBoov
boB abiQvf..Cvc bnoo&e od^ tr.&t'i no’^jcj anw .xaii ’^ioXbO lo 8biowA.9CS
.>biow 003 bilrii od- aoil ^XI
In order that the position of the words furnishing the answers might
not affect the con^jrehension scores, the words furnishing the correct
answers were placed in the various positions (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) the same
number of times in each test, although not in the same order in the ques-
tions. For exan^le, the word that completed the statement correctly
occupied the first position, the second position, the third position, and
the fourth position 5 times in each test.
After the child had finished reading each selection, the examiner gave
him a multiple choice test with the following directions:
“This is a test to show me that you know what you have been reading.
Underline the word that will make the sentence correct."
If the child hesitated on the test, the examiner said, “Do the best
you can. Go right on to the next question."
In order that the tests might be given regularly and with as little
lapse of time as possible, a special schedule for administering the tests
was made and in approximately four weeks the oral reading and testing of
the selections was completed. The results of this part of the study in
terms of time for reading each selection, comprehension score for each
selection, and nvunber of errors for each selection are fo\ind in Tables
II, III, and IV.
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SAMPLE OF SELECTION TT7ELVE
28
The clays ’^ere herinning to get cold. The leaves of the trees had




iJacic Frost came night: after night.] He covered the trees and the
- srdens ’’dth sparkling' l-rhite . IThen the sun came up, the sparkling
s'nite '-’ent awxy.
The flovv’ers in the garden did not look pretty o,fter Jack Frost had
tLxd- ^
heen there. Thev nculd not live long.
"Jack Frost ’rras in our garden again last night,” Jane said to Joe )
one morning. "Non just look fit nv ilo^^ersl I don’t ^'^ant them to
freeze and die. I •"’ant old Jcock Frost to stay anay."
\
"I don*t," said Joe. "I am glad to see him come. Mr. Dronia has
\ \
^
asked! us to come to his farm to get hickory nuts. I think Jack Frost
has opehed the nuts hv this time. If ne has,
^ 1letter! from Mr. Dro’'n or Dick."
I shall! soon ge-l a




through the ^rheat field, and over the hickory trees.
"Jack Frost has keen here,"! said Dick. "Look at the nuts! on the
ground. under the hickory trees."
Jhan the ^irind hlen,^ through the tranches of the trees, more nuts
Tc
came- lo’cn.! Then they hit the
y '
tranches they m<ade a little thumping
sound.! "I like to hear the .thumping sound irrhen the nuts /hit the
trfinches," said Dick.
The squirrels sa’.? tha.t the nuts mere falling fast. They ran from
V-<j^
their nests in the trees to the ground. They got some nuts, then
they ran ta,ck to their nests ahain. They wanted to have some good
stores}of nuts for the cold winter days.
The next mor-iiing: the postman brought a letter to Joe. The letter
was from Mr.
Outdoors and In. The Children Go Nutting. P.59

SAMPLE OF TEST T77ELVE
The Children Go Nutting
The dnyG nere beginning to get
cold, . .. fair ... .hot ... .V7ct
29
( 15 )
?. Jack Frost crnie in
the r.'orning the summer .... the spring... the night
3. The ground ^as covered with




helped the flowers . .
.
^killed the flowers'^. hict‘ the flowers
kept the flower'sH^arm
5. Jane warlted Jack Frost to stay away because he would
freeze the fbowa^y . .burn the nuts.. make the garden pretty
^
'
....keep the flowers warm
6. Dick and his fatner saw
squirrels . . . flowers . . .leaves . . .huts^
7. The wind made the nuts
open . . .^fall . . . .hop .... roll
8. The nuts hitr—-
—
J
thv-3 scuirrels. . . .Dick. . .^t he^^brai^^ s
^
.
. . the les.ves
8. Dick liked to hear
,tho thiMa^»irnj3a-iiDund^ .the noisy wind... the teeny squirrels
'.TfCr. the busy bees
-0. The squirrels saw
the leaves... the children..
t
^ nuts,.*. the flowers
’ 1 . They ran
to the children.. to the garden.. to the nest..^to the ground )
1.2. They wanted some
cake. . . .bread. . .^rnr^. . .meat
.3. The?/ wanted them for
summer ... fall ... . spring.
. ^^?intor
^
14. The oostman brought a letter to
Dick . . . . Jrne . . .,Joe^ .May
15. The letxer was from
Ihc. ^pwn^. . .Mr. Town. . . .a boy. . . .Dick
16. The letter'^said to come to
the city. . .the country. . .the farm. . .the garden
17. It said to bring some
fooh . , ..fri^nds^ . .nuts ... .a car
18. It said that t^b' nuts uere
rolling opening. . . .gone. . . i^failing
19. It said to bring a bag for the
nuts . . . .squirrels . . .children. . .flowers
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TESTING THE DIFFICULTY OF THE SELECTIONS BY SILENT READING
The second part of the study concerns the silent reading of the
twenty selections and tests for comprehension as read by a group of forty
third-grade children in a public school. This was carried on by the
“constant work" plan. That is, every child read the whole selection,
indicated his conclusion (thus establishing his reading time) and then
went on with the comprehension test. The examiner recorded the median
reading time for each selection. The following directions were used in
this part of the study:
"I am going to pass two papers to you.
Do not turn them over xintil I tell you to.
First, I want you to t\im over the paper that is over
your inkwell and read the story that is on the other
side. When you finish, raise your hand and turn the
paper over.
Then look at the other paper, read the questions and
draw a line under the word that answers the question."
Two tests were given each day and in approximately two weeks the
work was completed.
The results of this part of the study in terms of median silent
reading time and comprehension score for each selection are found in
Tables V, VI.
OKICIA.'^a iSEIie YH 8K0IT'0aLTx2 ^HT '50 YTJU0IT5ICI HHT O^flTSaT
odi Yo ^aolle odi ameofloo '^u^s edj to ftaoose sriT
Xi^ot to qi/oia ^ b&a'x aa floiaiierid'rqaoo 7ol ajsa^ JboB anoi^oelaa x^nont
edS xd ao bainao aaw aid? .loodoa oUdiiq & til cij-tbLldo abaz^-biidi
,noi^o»Xo 2 sloriw odi bisoi blirio ^ava ,ai JsdT .aBlq »:rtow ^xisiafloo"
aeil^ bfiB (ecti^ aid .^Idalid&iaa eudi) aoleuloaco aid ba^BOlbai
tiAlboa 9d;t bebzooa’i ’xonlaaxa eriT .Jeai aoiaiiddoicrmoo adi dslxr no Jaew
al baair star sftolioaitb SfJir/oIIo'i adT .aolioalaa dojBo not ootid ^ib&a’t
r^^6^/^a adi Yo iiaq airii
.uox OS 8'taqsq owi aaaq oi ^alog fsB I"
.oi x;o^^ XXai I Xiim; 'lavo mods cvuiS ion oCI
“xavo el ifirii
-laqaq odd tavo crcuS ci x/o^e iaan I .iaxl"
nadio adi no ai iadi '{loia adi Jbxta CXaminl
adi ntni baa band nvox oalan .daiait vo c naxfW .ai>la
.lavo ‘laqnq
bne saoldsat/p odd baen .laq^q ladio adi ia dooX nadT
”.aoii 2ax/p adi a'laweajB iniii 5*xow add nebiw aull e v/anb
add adaew owi 'Elaisoiixo'iqqB al btus y^b do-se *navf§ eiatr aioei owT
.baialqnoo e«w diow
inaXXa ndifcan *>o aanai nl 'cbi/ie adi “io iisq aidi lo BiXi/aat adT
al bauot aie noiJoaXaa dona 'lo'i axooa no / anadaiqBoo i>ns atsld ^Ib&ai
•IV ,V aaXcnT
TABLE V

































2 ' 20 "
2 ' 21 "
2 '16"
2' 58"
2 ' 20 "
2 ' 20 "
2 '5"
2 '7"
Numbers at the left represent the number of the selections arranged
in increasing order of percentage of "off-list" words.
The table should be read as follows:
The median reading time for selection #1 was 2 '15".
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ANALYSIS OF DATA CONCERNING THE RELATION OF THE SELECTIONS ACCORDING TO
PERCENTAGE OF ”OFF»LIST” WORDS AND READING TIME, COMPREHENSION. ERRORS
i(2^
36
Al'IALYSIS OF DATA CONCERNING THE RELATION OF THE SELECTIONS ACCORDING TO
PERCENTAGE OF "OFF-LIST” V/ORDS AND READING TIJdE, COlv^^REHENSION, AND EPJ?ORS
I
From the data found in Tables II , III , IV, V, VI the following coefficients,





1. Selections according to percentage of "off-list" words, Reading
Time .80 t.058
This correlation may be interpreted to mean that there is a
high correlation between an increased percentage of "off-list"
words in the selection and longer oral reading time.
2. Selections according to percentage of "off-list" words.
Comprehension .28t.l40
This correlation may be interpreted to indicate that an increased
percentage of off-list" words tends to decrease the comprehension
of the selection.
3. Selections according to percentage of" off-list" words,
Errors .94 r .019
This correlation indicates a high correlation between the
number of errors made in word recognition and an increased
percentage of "off-list" words.
SILENT READING
1. Selections according to percentage of "off-list" words, Reading
Time .04 t .106
2. Selections according to percentage of "off-list" words. Compre-
hension .23 i . 101
Althou^ both of these correlations are low they indicate the
dS
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same tendencies found in oral reading, namely that an increased
percentage of “off-list” words causes an increase in reading
time and that an increased number of “off-list" words tends to
reduce comprehension.
Since there seemed to be a definite relation between the percentage
of "off-list" words and reading difficulty of the selections as shown by
reading time, comprehension, and nvuaber of errors, the following table
was made to show the average difficulties of the selections;
TABLE VII
ORDEBS OF DIFFICULTIES OF EACH SELECTION
Order of Selections
According to Percentage
of Words not included in











Beadlnp' Time L /' A 7 3 /» 13 n- 3 s 9 n.s U A- IL IS as Ao
Comprehension L J / f /(. n % S 12. 13 5 7 >9 n /f h /9




Median Reading: Time LS if L-fi 3.S / t)
j
If H.5 S 1.5 )! )3 8 Ao n // cZ, S.s
Comprehension :lc S' 3 /f 7 \/o /g 4 A, /X // /S S '9 /3 / >L n
Total fS.i' .3 Z3 AS US H-t '63S Tfs S3 ss si CSS 4L 9S u Si C5.S ns
Average //./ JlC S.U s LS //•f 10.1 7.‘j hX. 10.
!
U n.i n /3.I- II. i /3./ )S.S
Order of Selections Ao-
cording to Averages of
Difficxilties / 3 X 7\io f S' " Lo I3.j /4 L Jo
If /3.S n '?
The table should be read as follows: Selection #1 was sixth in
order of oral reading time, twentieth in comprehension, third in number of
errors, six and one half in order in median time in silent reading. It
was twelfth in order of the averages of difficulties.
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of Measures of Difficulties,
of Measures of Difficulties,
of Measures of Difficulties,
Oral Reading Time .74 t .071
Comprehension -.60 t .099
Errors .78 t .062
SILENT READING
1. Average of Measures of Difficulties, Median Silent
Reading Time .85 ^.044
2. Average of Meas\ires of Difficulties, Comprehension -.70 -.080
These coefficients of correlation are comparatively high and rate
favorably with the correlation between average of difficvilties of selec-
tions and percentage of ''off-list“ words. However, for ease and efficiency
of measuring, the percentage of “off-list” words is a more efficient
standard for judging reading difficulty.
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-•'•>X9S lo aoxj Xuoillli) lo flaaKjgcf coX^bXo'I'ioo d^ifi ’.^Xcrfr^val
>COfleionio ftfiA lol ,iovovoH .^X>t[Ow ’‘jalX-llo“ lo asB^taoci^q i'-tjs sncl?
ifloloills oToc. JB aX aXiow "iexX-llo'* Ic a-^^aeoiag exti ,;yil'ixrasoffi lo
. 'lliTotllife sxriXroi anX^X/Wt :tol bt£-J)flBXa
"OiT-LIST” WOEDS AS A BASIS FOR DETERMINING THE DIFFICULTY OF SELECTIONS
The following coefficient of correlation was figured according to
the rank difference method from the data found in Table 7II and the
order of selections according to the percentage of "off-list” words.
1. Selection according to percentage of "off-list" words. Average
of Difficulties .73 +.074
This correlation indicates that there is a high correlation
between difficulty of the selection as measured by reading
time and con^rehension (both silent and oral), numbers of
errors in word recognition and the difficxilty of the selection
as indicated by an increased number of "off-list" words.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA CONCERNING THE RELATION OF THE AVERAGES
OF DIFFICULTIES AND OTHER ELEMENTS OF READING DIFFICULTY






In analyzing the selections for sentence structure the following
points were observed:
1. Easy, direct quotations were not counted as complex sentences but
were included in the co\int of words in simple sentences (selections 1,2,3).
2. Sentences containing infinitive clauses were not marked complex,
provided they were short and clear.
3. Sentences containing compound elements were not marked compound.
The data found in this analysis are found in the following table:
TABLE VIII
ANALYSIS OF SELECTIONS ACCORDING TO SIl^LE, COivIPLEX, COMPOUND SENTENCES
Selections l! 2 3 4 5 6 7 Wu} 13 14|l5 16 fl7 18 19 '20
Sentences - Simple
Nnmhftr of Sentences 2/ 31 15 3/ o 33 <2/ u IS ^7 f E S'
Ntuaber of Words 360 Z<yt> /3f 0 ~^HS 113 iq V 47 7o iH % H5'
Order of Selections /? II I5 1 f n !L /o 7 /3 s s q Si 3 !% 4 6
Sentences - Complex
Number of Sentences 0 6 O l^f- C> i4- u s Q /s ? S H n 13 7 q f )o 4
Number of Words 0 6 0 IL,I S3 'iS SI 1> K.5 /3( Ho !U iq u] /77 3,(0 lc/4-
Order of Selections
-2 S n /o 4 L IS /3 9 /(, 19 e n n n
Sentences - Compound
Number of Sentences o / D o 4 sr 0 / c 3 A o 1 o 3 ! Q. o
Number of fords Q 0 0 41 n 3/ 0 /o 0 33 6 // 0 23 3/ o S4-
Order of Selections ^5-
'hS H.6 /4 A> /S 4.S /o 4,5
'I
a.s 45 45 US !4 4.5 '9
The table should be read as follows: Selection ^1 was 19.5 in order
of number of words in simple sentences, second in number of words in
complex sentences , and 4.5 in order in number of words in compound sentences.
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The selections were also analyzed for the nuraher of words used in
conversation. This data is found in Table IX.
TABLE IX
ANALYSIS OF SELECTIONS ACCORDING TO CONVERSATION








6 4-1 6 '
Order according
to number of
words. 20 Id •1 15 ;o- n II !L 8 /f /3 J.5 1 Ji.S c 7 !o
From the data found i n Tables VII and VIII, the following coefficients
of correlations were figured:
Selections according to average of difficxilties. Number of words in
simple sentences -.60 "t .099
This correlation may be interpreted as follows:
Increased difficulty correlated with increased ntimber of words
in simple sentences gives a negative correlation. This may be
interpreted to indicate that the more simple sentences, there
are in a selection, the easier the reading material.
Selections according to averages of difficulties, Niimber of words in
complex sentences .90 ^ .030
Selections according to averages of difficulties. Number of words in
compoxind sentences .30 .138
Selections according to averages of difficulties, Nximber of words in
conversation .73 1: .074
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INTERPRETATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS CONCERNING
|
OTHER FACTORS OF DIFFICULTY
j
ORAL READING i
1. Reading Time, Number of Words in Simple Sentences -.72 i .076
Predominance of Simple sentences, shorter reading time. This T70\ild
indicate that simple sentences tend to require less reading time.
This might be due to the fact that they have simpler thought rela-
tionships, but analysis of the vocabulary burden shows that the
I
selections with the most simple sentences, have the least mnnber of
"off-list" words. Probably both elements influence this correlation.
1 2. Reading Tima.Niiraber of Words in Con5)lex Sentences .56 .106
Predominance of complex sentences longer reading time.
This may be due to the fact that complex sentences are longer, offer
I
j
more complicated thought relationships and require precision of
rendering and phrasing. This correlation may also be influenced by
the vocabulary burden.
3. Reading Time, Nuiflber of Words in Compound Sentences .36 ' .133
Predominance of compound sentences, longer reading time.
The fact that this correlation is lower than that concerning reading
time and number of complex sentences may be explained by the fact
that the compound sentence, as found in primary readers, would be
merely an addition of two simple sentences, with no necessity for
precision of rendering or phrasing. The fact that this correlation
is lower than that concerning reading time and simple sentences may
be due to the fact that the selections containing compoxind sentences
had a higher percentage of new words.
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4. Reading Time, Comprehension -.20 ^.145
Longer reading time, less comprehension.
If the results are transposed, the meaning is clear. The less a
child comprehends what he is reading, the longer betakes, — if he
at all has a good reading habit,—for he slows up his reading in
an effort to get the sense. However, the correlation is low.
5. Reading Time, Number of ^ords in Conversation -.65 - .090
Predominance of conversation, less reading time.
This correlation is probably influenced by two factors:
1. In primary readers, each short speech has a line to itself,
thus actually sisnplifying the task of reading, especially of
eye-movement
.
2. The interest and dramatic quality of short, simple, clear
speeches may hold the interest and probably cause the eye to
record more rapidly.
6. Reading Time, Errors .86 i.042
Longer reading time, more errors.
The child who makes many errors, especially in oral reading, where
he hears his own errors, and feels wcider obligation to read correct-
ly, will go slowly, repeating, hesitating, etc., thus taking more
time.
7. Comprehension, Errors
More comprehension, fewer errors. -^9 ~ .138
Errors, however, have much less to do with comprehension, though
the tendency is present for the child who comprehends better to
-make fewer errors, and viceversa.
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8. Comprehension, Words in Simple Sentences .17 ^ .147
Predominance of simple sentences, more comprehension.
This correlation is very low but it seems to indicate that simple
sentences are easy to tinders tand.
9. Comprehension, Words in Complex Sentences .14 ± .168
Predominance of complex sentences, more comprehension.
This correlation is low but it seems to indicate that complex
sentences are about as easy to understand as simple sentences.
10. Comprehension, Words in Con5)Ound Sentences -.30 ^.138
Predominance of compound sentences, less comprehension.
This correlation is low but it seems to indicate that compound
sentences are more difficult to understand.
11. Comprehension, Words in Conversation .31 ^.137
Predominance of conversation, more comprehension.
Here again, the arrangement of conversation on the page helps, when
the eye is free to take its own speed, the interest and dramatic
quality of short simple clear speeches may influence the interest,
and probably the eye records more rapidly and accurately.
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SUMMAEY OF COEFFICIENTS OF COEEELATIONS CONCERNING OTHER
FACTORS OF DIFFICULTY
ORAL READING
From the data fotind in Tables II, III, VIII, IX, the following coefficients
of correlations were computed according to the rank differences method.
Oral
Number of Words in Simple Sentences -.72 ^ .076
Nxamber of Words in Complex Sentences .56 ^ .106
Number of Words in Compound Sentences .36 t .133
Comprehension -.20 t .145
Number
Errors




Errors -.29 t .138
Words in Simple Sentences .17 ±.147
Words in Complex Sentences .14 r.l68
Words in Con5>ound Sentences -.30 ±.138
Words in Conversation .31 i.l37

niTiSRPRlSTATIO S OK COEFFICIlilNTS OF CORRELATIONS CONCERNING
OTHER FACT'^RS IN READING
SILENT READING
1. Nedian Reading Time, iiumber of words in Simple Sentences. -.06 ± .106
Predominance of simple sentences correlated viith increased time
for reading gives a negative correlation. However, the
correlation is so lov;, and the probable error so large the
correlation is of little value in establishing a relation-
ship between length of reading time and number of words
used in simple sentences in silent reading,
edian Reading Time, Number of words in Coraplex Sentences .09 - .lOd
Predominance of comolex sentences, longer reading time.
This correlation is also too low to be of value in establishing
the relationship between the number of words contained in
complex sentences and reading time in silent reading.
5
.
Median Reading Time, Number of words in Compound Sentences. .01 't.107
Predominance of compound sentences, longer . reading time also
gives a correlation that is too low to be of value in estab-
lishing relationships.
4. Reading Time, Comprehension .11 - ,10^
This correlation, though different from the one in oral
reading is too lov; to be significant.
5. I.'edian Reading Time, Number of Words in Conversation .01 -.IO7
Predominance of Conversation, longer reading time also gives
a negligible correlation.
6. Comprehension, Words in Simple Sentences
.25 t .101
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8« Comprehension, flords in Compound Sentences -.07 t.l06
These correlations also are so low as to be almost
negligible. The most interesting point about them is
that they bear the same relationship to each other as
do the similar correlations found in oral reading.
9» Comprehension, nords in Conversation .70 t »057
Here, again, the arrangement of conversation on the page helps.
The eye is free to talce its ovm rate, and the dramatic quality
of short, simple soeeches probably holds the interest, and
enables the eye to record more rapidly and accurately. However,
the vocabulary burden again influences this result,
in allof these correlations the influence of vocabulary burden
was undoubtedly present as a factor although it is not recognized in the
mathematical coefficients of correlations.
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SUMAEY OF COEFFICIENTS OF COEEELATIONS CONCERNING OTHER
FACTORS OF DIFFICULTY
SILENT READING
From the data found in Tables V, VI , VIII , IX, the following coefficients
of correlations were computed according to the mnk difference method*
Silent
1. Median Reading Time, Nuimber of Words in Simple Sentences -.06 I". 106
2. Median Reading Time, Number of Words in Complex Sentences ,09 f". 106
3. Median Reading Time, Number of Words in Compotind Sentences .01 t,i07
4* Reading Time, Comprehension .11 '*^.105
5. Median Reading Time, Number of Words in Conversation .01 -.107
6. Comprehension, Words in Simple Sentences .23 ^,101
7. Comprehension, Words in Complex Sentences .06 i.l06
8. Comprehension, Words in Compound Sentences -.07 -.106
9. Comprehension, Words in Conversation .70 -.057
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The pxirpose of this study is two-fold;
(1) to derive a criterion against which methods of determining the
diffic\xlty of primary grade reading materials may he evaluated.
(2) to evalua.te certain grade placement techniques already formtilated.
PEOCEDUEES
The steps that were followed in deriving the criterion were as
follows;
1. Twenty selections were chosen on the basis of a tentative order
of difficulty.
2. A procedure was outlined for an objective recordir^g of the
relative difficulties encountered by pupils in reading these selections.
3. The materials were tried out for difficulties encountered in oral
reading on 20 second grade children and for difficulties encountered
in silent reading on 40 third grade children.
4. The records of the various elements of difficulty of each selection
were combined in a single rating of diffiCTilty for each selection.
5. The selections were placed in order of difficulty to serve as a
criterion for evaluating grade placement of material.
6. Correlations were worked out between the various measure of
difficulty; and these were interpreted.
In carrying out step 1, which involved the selection of reading
materials, it was necessary to select a tentative measure of difficulty
in order to determine the relative difficulty of the selections. It ms
decided to use the vocabulary frequency of words (called “off-list” words)
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not included in Durrell's Reading List for the First Three Levels of
Reading as the tentative indication of difficulty. Tv/enty selections of
300 words each, arranged in order according to their percentage of "off-list“
wordsC the percentages ranged from 1^ to 27^) were chosen.
Step 2 involved setting up means for recording difficulties encountered
by pupils in both oral and silent reading. Copies of the selections were
mimeographed and symbols for recording errors were adapted from Dr. Burrell’s
individual reading test. These symbols provided means for recording all
errors, including mispronunciations, substitutions, omissions, and repeti-
tions, words on which children hesitated, words prono^inced for children, and
the types of phrasing in oral reading.
The third point, which was concerned with the “trying-out” of the
selections for actual difficulties encountered in reading, involved setting
up standards for measuring reading d.ifficulty. Reading time and compreheri-
sion were assumed to be measures of difficulty, and the following standards







A. Median Reading Time
B. Con^srehension
Twenty second-grade children read each selection orally in a room
reserved for testing and each was given a multiple choice test to determine
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four) recorded errors, and scores in rate and comprehension.
The selections were then read silently by a group of forty third-grade
children. Here the examiner recorded median reading time and gave the
written comprehension test.
In carrying out step n\imber four (combining various elements of
difficulty into one rating for each selection) the selections were niimbered
under each heading (time, comprehension, errors, in oral and silent reading)
showing order of difficulty. The various numbers assigned to ee-ch selection
were then averaged to secure a single rate of difficulty for the passage.
In carrying out step number five (placing selections in order of
difficulty) the averages of difficulty were used as a basis for re-niunber-
ing the selections, so that the selections might now be arranged in the
order of their difficulty as determined by these averages.
In step number six the following correlations were worked out;
1. Percentage of“off-list“words, with each of the other measures.
2. Percentage of "off-list” words, with average of measures of
difficulties.
3. Average of measures of difficulties, with sentence structure
and amoxint of conversation.
4. Reading time, comprehension, and errors in oral and silent
reading, sentence structures, conversation, correlated with
one another.
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CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF MOST SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
Coefficients of Correlations;
Average Difficiilty of Selections, Percentage of "Off-List” Words .731; .074
Average Difficulty of Selections, Oral Reading Time .74 f".071
Average Difficulty of Selections, Comprehension Scores in Oral
Reading .60 "^.099
Average Difficulty of Selections, Errors in Oral Reading .78 ±.062
Average Difficxilty of Selections, Median Silent Reading Time .85 ±044
Average Difficulty of Selections, Comprehension Scores in
Silent Reading -.70 ±.080!
These correlations are all comparatively high but, for expediency, the
|
percentage of "off-list" words is a more efficient standard of judging the '




Other correlations concerning types of difficulties involved the '
I
relation between;
1. Sentence structure and reading time.
2. Reading time and comprehension.
3. Reading time and conversation.
4. Comprehension and errors.
5. Con^)rehension and conversation.
6. Con5)rehension and conversation.
Of all these relationships, those concerning sentence structure, and
reading time and comprehension, are the most interesting.

READING TIME AJID SENTENCE STRUCTURE
Oral Reading Time, Number of Words in Simple Sentences -.72
Median Silent Reading Time, Number of Words in Simple Sentences -.06
This should be interpreted to mean that if there is a
predominance of simple sentences, less time is renuired
for ornl reading. The correlation for silent reading is
too low to be significant.
Oral Reading Time, Number of Words in Complex Sentences ,66
/
Median Silent Reading Time, Number of Words in Complex Sentences ,09
Oral Reading Time, Niimber of Words in Compound Sentences .36







COMPREHENSION AND SENTENCE STRUCTURE
Con^rehension (oral reading) Number of Words in Simple Sentences .17 ±.147
|
I
Comprehension (silent reading) Number of Words in Simple Sentences .23 ±.101
^
t
Comprehension (oral reading) Number of Words in Complex Sentences .14 ±.168
i
I
Comprehension (silent reading) Number of Words in Complex Sentences
.06 ±.106
;
Comprehension (oral reading) Number of Words in Coii5)Ound Sentences-. 30 t.138
CoEQjrehension (silent reading) Nxxmber of Words in Compound Sentences
-.07 ±.106
The effect of sin^jle and complex sentences upon oral reading time is
very marked. Complex sentences slow up the oral reading appreciably. In
comprehension, however, the effect is almost negligible. Evidently when the
child has finally succeeded in reading the complex sentences, he understands
them as well as the simple sentences, but needs much more time. In silent
reading time the correlation is very low, showing that the predominance of
simple or complex sentences has little effect on speed. In silent reading
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The effect of a predominance of compound sentences upon comprehension
is somewhat unexpected, in both cases the correlation is negative. In
oral' reading, v.the coefficient of correlation is -•^0
,
a significant figure.
This seems to indicate that compound sentences have a tendency to retard
understanding in oral reading. In silent reading, the coefficient of
correlation, -.07 is almost negligible - too lov; to indicate the relation
shown in oral reading. The reason for the effect of the compovuid sentence
might repay further study a study to include the connectives, relation
of ideas, vocabulary and length of sentences.
In concluding, the final comments should be made:
This study is I'.mited because of the number of children
participating.
further studies might be made in finding the exact nature of the
reading difficulties in the selections, thus malcing a diagnostic analysis
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Levels 1-2-2 Remedial Reading Vocabulary
Durrell. Boston Univ . 1224
a day is oh three
about did it old time
above do its on to
after does once too
again dog just one took
against door open tree
all down keep or try
alone know other two
along eat out
am even last over under
an eye laugh until
and let pay up
another far letter play us
answer fast like please use
any feel little present
are find live put very
as first long
ask for look rabbit walk
at found love ran want
away four red was
friend made run v/ater
back from make way
be man said we
bear gave many same well
bed get matter saw went
been girl may say were
before give me school what
best go mean see when
better good meet seem where
between got might send which
big gray milk she white
bird more sleep who
black had morning so why
blue half most some will
book hand mother soon wish
both hard Mr. still with
boy has much stop without
brown have must such work
but he my sure would
by head write
hear name take
call heard near tell year
came help never thank yes
can her new that you
cat here night the young
catch him no their your
chair his not them
children hope nothing then
close house now there
come how they
could of thing
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Mew-Mew Page 14 1 1/3^
American Book Company
2. At Home and Away - Nila Banton Smith
The Sleepy Teddy Bear Page 84 2^
Silver, Burdett and Company
3. Ben and Alice - The Friendly Hour
What Pet? Page 84 4 2j2$
American Book Company
4. Round About - Alice and Jerry Books - O'Donnell & Carey
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Row, Peterson & Company
5. Day In and Day Out - Alice and Jerry Books
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^Mew-mewJ’’ said a cat.
”Find mej Mew-mew
"A cat is here,’^ said Alice.
^A cat said, »Mew-mew J
«
I will run to Ben.
He will find the cat.
Ben found me.
Now he will find a cat.”
Alice ran to Ben.
”A cat said, *Mew-mewJ»”
Is the cat here?” said Alice.
”No, Alice,” said Ben.
”You found me,” said Alice.
Help me find the cat.”
”I will,” said Ben.
”Come to the house with me.
Mother is in the house.
Mother will help.”
Ben and Alice ran to Mother.
”MotherJ” said Alice.
”A cat said, *Mew-mewJ»
Is the cat here?”
”No, A-lice,” said Mother.
”I saw a cat in the tree.
Run to the tree.
Ben will help you.
He will find the cat.”
”I will help Alice,” said Ben.
Ben ran to the tree.
He saw a cat in the tree.
”Here it is,” said Ben.
”Mew-mewJ” said the cat.
”Here I ami Mew-mewi”
”Come to me,” said Alice.
”You are my cat now.”
The cat ran to Alice.
”The cat ran to me.
It is my cat,” said Alice.
”I saw^ Father,” said Ben.
”He is in the house.”
”Come, Ben,” said Alice.
”We will run to the house.
We will find Father.
My cat will come with me.
It will play in the house.”
Ben and Alice ran to Father.
”Fatheri Father i” said Alice.
”Here is a white cat.”
Father saw the white cat.
”lVho found it?”said Father.
”Ben found it,” said Alice.
”He found it in a tree.
The cat ran to me.
It is my cat now.
We will run and play with it.”
”7/ho will name the cat? Can you name it?” said Father.
”No, Father,” said Alice. ”We can not name it. Will you
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SELECTION TWO 2 . 64
The little girl in this story
had a doll.
It was a big doll.
It could go to sleep.
The little girl had a Teddy Bear.
She wanted a woolly dog.
She wanted a white rabbit.
Mother made a woolly dog.
Mother made a white rabbit.
The little girl said,
^’I will play with them all day.»^
And she did.
When night came,
the little girl said,
”Good night. Big Doll.
Good night, Teddy Bear.
Good night. Woolly Dog,
Good night, Aliite Rabbit.
I am going to sleep now .
^
The little girl w'ent to bed.
Then Teddy Bear said,
”I am sleepy.
I want to go to sleep,
I do not know how to go
to sleep.
I will ask Woolly Dog.»^
Teddy Bear said, ^Woolly Dog,
I want to go to sleep.
How do you go to sleep?’^
Woolly Dog said,
’’I do not know.
Let us ask White Rabbit,^
They went to Wliite Rabbit.
V/oolly Dog said,
»^V/hite Rabbit, we are sleepy.
We want to go to sleep.
How do you go to sleep?^
White Rabbit said,
do not know.
Let us ask Big Doll.^
So they went to ask Big Doll
how to go to sleep,
Teddy Bear said,
”Big Doll, do you know
how to go to sleep?^
Big Doll said, ''Yes, I know.
Lie down and close your eyesi
Then you will go to sleep.
^
Teddy Bear and Woolly Dog
and White Rabbit all lay down.
But they could not close
their eyes.
They could not go to sleep.
Woolly Dog said,
"Let us lie in bed all night.
Let us lie in bed
and play we are sleeping.’-
In the morning the Bear said, ”I know how to
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SELECTION THREE
One morning Helen said,
^We have no pet at school,”
”We want a pet,” said Alice,
”What pet can we get?”
Then Ben jumped up,
”A monkey can live in a box.
I want a monkey for a pet,”
”No, a monkey is too big.
We can not have a monkey here
at school,” said the children.
”Here is a box,” said Betty,
”I have a pet in this box.
My pet can live in the house.
My pet is not too big.”
”What is your pet, Betty?
Is it a bird?” said Helen.
”No, it is not a bird.
It can not fly,” said Betty,
”My pet is very white.
It can run very fast,
I let it eat bread and milk.
”
The children looked
and looked at the box.
”0h, please let us see
what is in your box,” said Ben.
”Please open your box, Betty.”
The little girl took her box
to Miss Brown,
”I will let Miss Brown
open the box,” she said.
Then Miss Brown looked
into the box.
She saw a little head.
The head was very white,
”A?. mouse J A white mouse J”
said the children.
”You may keep my mouse
for a pet at school, ”said Betty
”I v^ill give my mouse to you, ”
The little white mouse
jumped out of the box.
It ran up and down the room.
It ran very fast.
”Do not let the little mouse
get away,” said Miss Brown,
The children ran after it.
The mouse ran up and down
under the table.
Then Miss Brown said,
”Open your box, Betty.
Put some bread in it.
The white mouse may go
into the box to get bread.”
The box was under the table.
The little white mouse
was under the table, too.
The mouse soon saw the
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Once upon a time
far away in the green woods,
lived Mother Deer
and her one baby deer.
Mother Deer had a bed
for her baby in the leaves
near the Blue Pool.
Little Deer was a lovely baby.
He had beautiful white spots.
Every day his Mother looked at him
and said,
»^7i/hat a lovely baby you arej”
At first Little Deer had to stay
by himself in the bed of leaves..
Mother Deer went away to see
what was going on in the big world.
"When may I go out
all alone to see the world?"
Little Deer asked one morning.
"When your spots go away,"
said Mother Deer.
"Until then you must stay
in your bed of leaves."
"When will my spots go, Mother?"
asked Little Deer.
By this time Mother Deer
was far away in the woods.
"When it is time," she called back.
"Go to sleep now."
Every day Little Deer looked at his spots.
Every day his spots looked just as
big and white as the day before.
So Little Deer was not happy.
He did not like his spots at all.
Mother Wild Duck saw him
as die sat on her eggs.
She took care of Little Deer
when his Mother was away.
"Why do you look at your spots
all the time?" she called.
"I want my spots to go away,"
said Little Deer.
"Then I can go out all alone
to see the world."
"Be happy that you have
your spots," said Mother Duck.
"They look so much like the leaves
that no one can see you.
If no one can see you
no one will harm you.
and by you will be big.
Then you will not have to hide.
You will have a nev/ coat
with no spots."
Round About - Little Deer’s Spots.
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SELECTION FIVE
5 . 67
Then Alice said again,
^Come, Betsy Lee,
Come, walk with me,”
They went into the barnyard.
All the animals in the barnyard
started to talk to Alice,
”Cock-a-doodle-do,
”
said the red rooster,




”I wish you could talk, Betsy Lee,”
The red cow looked at Alice.
The red cow was old
and she was very, very funny,
”Red Cow,” said Alice,
”you are old and fimny.
You are not very pretty.
But you can talk to me.”
”Moo, mooj” said the red cow.
”Moo, ffiooj Moo, mooj”
Betsy Lee looked at the red cow.
But she did not say a word.
One of the white hens
walked up to Alice.
”Here is something
for you to eat,” said Alice.
The white hen ate and ate,
”Cluck, cluck J Cluck, cluck J”
she said,
”White Hen can say,
»Cluck, cluckj»ti said Alice.
”V;hat can you say, Betsy Lee?”
But Betsy Lee did not ^ay a word.
All the ducks started
to talk to Alice.
”Quack, quack J Quack, quack;
”
The big ducks said it.
The little ducks said it.
All the ducks said it.
They said it again and again.
”Quack, quack; Quack, quack;”
But Betsy Lee did not say a word.
Then the little pigs started
to talk, too.
”Wee, wee; Wee, wee;” they said,
and they ran up to Alice,
”How fu.iny you are, little pigs,”
said Alice.
”You are very, very funny
but you can talk to me,”
Betsy Lee looked at Alice.
I
But she did not say a word.
Then Alice saw a big white goat.
The garden gate was open
,
and the goat ran into the barnyard.
Away went the white hen.
Away went the funny little pigs.
Away went all the ducks.
Away went the big red rooster.
How funny it
Day In and Day Out P. 101
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SELECTION SIX 6 .
68
The Czar had a beautiful daughter, and a £reat kingdom, but he
was not happy.
”If I could only fly like the birds, I would be happy,*' he said.
Many tried, but no one could make a Hying ship for him.
At last the Czar said, "The man who brings me a flying ship,
shall have my daughter and half of my kingdom,
"
Now out in the country lived a poor woman who had a son, Ivan.
When Ivan heard the wish of the Czar, he said, "I will find
the flying ship."
"No, ray son," said his mother. "You can not find the ship. You
would only be lost in the forest, and the bears would eat you."
"Ho, no," said Ivan, "I will not be lost. I will goJ I will goj
and I will find the flying ship for the Czar."
WTien his mother saw that she could do nothing with him, she gave
him a crust of bread, and let him go,
Ivan went on and on, a long way, till he met an old man.
"Where are you going, ray lad?" said the old man,
"I am going to find a flying ship for the Czar," said Ivan.
"^ere will you find a flying ship?" asked the old man.
"Oh, no one knows where," said Ivan.
"Well, then," said the old man, "let us first sit down and have
some of your lunch.
"
"Oh," said Ivan, "I am ashamed to open my lunch, for I have only
a crust of bread."
"Do not be ashamed of good bread," said the old man. "Let us have
it."
Ivan opened his lunch, and lookj there was fine bread and meat
and white cake.
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SELECTION SEVEN 7. 69
’'What is the Pet Shop?” asked Milly.
Father opened the door and said, ”Go in and find out,
children.
”
”0h, look at the birds J Did you ever see so many?” called
Peter,
The children jumped up and dovm and shouted with joy,
”Just look at the birds J Do see themj Do see themj” said
the children, all talking at the same time.
There were old birds and baby birds. There were red birds and
blue birds, yellow birds, brovm birds, black birds, and all kinds of
birds.
Some birds sang, some talked. Some flew from place to place.
And some hopped and jumped about.
One bird called out, ”Polly, Polly wants a cracker, Polly wants
a cracker,”
All of us laughed but Polly. Her face was as red as a rose.
She shook her head and said, ”I do not want a cracker, I do not want
a cracker.”
Then we laughed again. Father said, ”Polly, my dear, that bird
is not talking about you.”
Mr. Long, the shopkeeper, said,”Would you li^e to see the dogs?”
”Yes, yes, yesj” we answered all at the same time.
Then Mr, Long took us all into a back room.
This room was full of dogs, and what a noise they madej All of
them barked at once. We heard big bow-wow-wows . We heard little
bow-wow-wows
,
There were all kinds of dogs. Some were little, some were big.
Some were black, some were white. Some were brown, some were gray,
and some were yellow.
The shopkeeper was looking at a big brown dog.
He said, ”Hovir do you do, Dan? Shake hande with me.”
Dan bowed his head and put his paw into Mr. Long's hand,
Dan played other tricks too. Mr, Long said, ”Go to sleep, Dan.”
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SELECTION EIGHT 8 70
We have two dogs on our farm.
One of them has ten puppies.
Here they are eating breakfast.
We feed our kittens milk.
We feed the puppies milk, too.
The puppies are hungry.
They all want to eat at once.
There is not room for them all.
Do you see a puppy
that is not drinlcing?
After a while I picked up
this puppy and put him
next to the pan.
He drank some milk.
He put his paws into the milk.
He did not like that.
He put out his long tongue.
He licked the milk from his paws.
Soon the puppies were tired.
I put them into a basket.
Then they went to sleep.
You can not see their mother
for she is not in the picture.
But she is near by.
The puppies grew fast.
Here are four of them.
They are looking at some kittens.
Which puppy do you like best?
The puppies are larger now.
They can run.
They play with each other.
They like to play
with Molly’s kittens, too.
The kittens do not li_te the puppies.
The puppies bark at the kittens.
The kittens run.
The puppies run faster.
The kittens fall down.
They lie on their backs and cry.
Then the puppies bark at them.
Molly comes.
She runs after the puppies.
They run away.
They are afraid of Molly.
She has sharp claws.
She would scratch the puppies.
The puppies run to the barn.
Their mother has a nest in the barn.
They hide in the nest.
When Molly goes away,
the puppies leave the nest.
They go to the door of the barn.
If they see Molly, they run back
to the nest.
If they do not sea Molly,
they look for the kittens.
But Molly has taken the kittens
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SELECTION NINE 9. 71
’JVhen my mother was a little girl, she lived out on the prairie.
Not far away some Indians lived. Few white people lived there.
mother’s name was Eliza Ann. Eliza Ann was a busy little
girl. She helped her mother work. Sometimes she sewed for her
mother,
Eliza Ann was very happy. She had many good times. She loved
to play on the prairie. She loved to pick the wild flowers.
Eliza Ann’s father had to work far a vay from home. He rode
over the prairie to look after his cattle.
Then Eliza Ann and her mother were left at home alone.
One day Eliza Ann’s father was way. Her mother was ill. She
needed a doctor but there were no doctors near.
There was no medicine in the house. The nearest town was ten
miles away.
Eliza Ann was a brave little girl. She knew there were
Indians on the prairie. But she got on her pony. Then she rode
away to the nearest neighbor to get help.
The neighbor was kind. She gave something of everything she
had that would help make people well.
Eliza Ann thanked the kind neighbor and started for home,
VlTien she had gone a little way, she saw a cloud of dust far
away. Eliza Ann knew it was the dust from running horses. Yes,
she could see many horses.
”0h, ohJ” cried Eliza Ann. "That is a band of Indians J They
are coming this wayj I must run for my lifej I must run for my
lifeJ”
Then away she rode over the prairie, as fast as her pony would
go.
Now and then she looked back. The horses v/ere still there.
On, on she went. She did not stop once. On, on came the
horses in a great cloud of
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One night when Mr. Page came home, Grace and Ruth ran to meet him,
’^Oh, Father, Father Jf’ they cried, »^May we have a playhouse of
our own?’^
"Yes,” said Mr. Page, "Can you draw a picture to show me the kind
of playhouse you want?"
"That will be easy," said Grace. "One day at school we drew
plans of houses,"
At once Grace began to draw plans for the playhouse.
"How many rooms may v/e have?" she asked,
"W ouldn*t two be enough?" said Father.
"Yes," answered Ruth, "We could have a living room and a kitchen.
Grace said, "I will make the kitbhen smaller than the living room."
She drew a plan. It showed two rooms. Her plan showed where
the doors and windows and the chimney should be.
When the plan was made, Grace and Ruth shov/ed it to their father.
He said that it was very good.
The next day Mother said, "Haven H you some cardboard? You might
make a toy house. It would show how you want the outside of your
playhouse to look."
"Oh, yesJ" cried Ruth. "Won»t you help us make a cardboard
house. Mother?"
Mother was glad to help the girls.
They made a pretty little cardboard house with white walls and a
red roof. There were windows and doors in the house. It had a red
chimney, too.
Mother asked, "Wouldn^t you like to put some toy trees and flov/eis
around your house?"
"Oh, yesJ" said Grace. "We will make it look as beautiful as we
can .
"
Grace put trees and bushes around the house, Ruth put bright
flowers beside it, Vi/hen Mr, Page came home, Grace and Ruth shov/ed him
the cardboard house they had made. How surprised he wasj ’’Doesn’t this
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SELECTION ELEVEN 11 73
Elizabeth Eliza had a new piano.
’^Where shall we put the piano?" asked Mrs. Peterkin, Elizabeth »s
mother.
"In front of the window, in the parlor," said Elizabeth Eliza.
The moving men put the piano in front of the window in the parlor.
After they had gone, all the Peterkins came in to look at the new
piano. But they found that the moving men had placed it with its
back turned towards the middle of the room, and its face looking out
of the window
j
Hoy/ could Elizabeth Eliza play on it?
"ViHiy not open the window?" said Elizabeth Eliza »s brother, "Then
you can sit on the porch, and play the piano through the window."
"That’s a good ideaj" said Elizabeth.
So they opened the window, and put the piano bench out on the porch.
In the evenings, Mr. Peterkin liked to take a nap in the parlor,
but the rest of the family liked to sit on the porch and listen to
Elizabeth Eliza’s playing.
So everyone was pleased.
All this did very well in the summer. But when the fall came, l?r.
Peterkin thought the air was too cold from the open window. And the
family no longer liked to sit out on the porch in the cold to hear
the music.
When Elizabeth Eliza did play, she had to play with her coat on.
But she soon had to give that up, because it was so very cold.
One day, when Elizabeth Eliza was telling the lady next door all
about the trouble, the lady said:
"But why don’t you turn the piano around? Then you can play it in
the parlor, and you won’t have to open the windowj"
"Of course J" said Elizabeth Eliza, And she hurried home. With the
help of her brothers, she
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The days were beginning to get cold. The leaves of the trees
had turned to red and orange and gold. They covered the ground under
the trees.
Jack Frost came night after night. He covered the trees and the
gardens with sparkling white. ’#hen the sun came up, the sparkling
white went away.
The flowers in the garden did not look pretty after Jack Frost
had been there. They would no'^ live long.
"Jack Frost was in our garden again last night," Jane said to
Joe one morning, "Now just look at my flov/ersj I don^t want them to
freeze and die, I want old Jack Frost to stay away,"
"I don’t," said Joe. "I am glad to see him come. Mr, Brown has
asked us to come to his farm to get hickory nuts. I think Jack Frost
has opened the nuts by this time. If he has, I shall soon get a
letter from Mr. Brown or Dick."
That very morning Dick Bro>m and his father walked down the lane,
through the wheat field, and over to the hickory trees.
"Jack Frost has been here," said Dick. "Look at the nuts on the
ground under the hickory trees."
’When the wind blew through the branches of the trees, more nuts
came down. When they hit the branches, they made a little thumping
sound, "I like to hear the thumping sound when the nuts hit the
branches," said Dick,
The squirrels saw that the nuts were falling fast. They ran from
their nests in the trees to the ground. They got some nuts^ then
they ran back to their nests again. They wanted to have some good
stores of nuts for the cold winter days.
The next morning the postman brought a letter to Joe. The
letter was from
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SELECTION THIRTEEN 13.
In Brazil the beetles have beautiful, bright-colored coats.
Once upon a time, years and years ago, they were plain and brown.
This is how the Brazilian beetle earned a new coat.
One day a little brown beetle was crawling along a wall. A
big gray rat ran out of a hole in the wall and looked at the beetle.
”0h, hoi^ he said to the beetle. ”How slowly you crawl along.
You’ll never get anywhere in the world. Just look at me. See how
fast I can run,’’
The big gray rat ran to the end of the wall. Then he wheeled
around and came back. The beetle was slowly crawling along, only
a short distance from where the rat had left her.
’’Don’t you wish you could run like that?” said the big gray
rat to the little brown beetle.
”You are a fast runner,” replied the little brovm beetle
politely.
Her mother had taught her always to be polite and never to
boast. The little brown beetle never boasted a single boast about
the things she could do. She just went on slowly crawling along
the wall,
A green and gold parrot in the mango tree over the wall had
heard the conversation.
”How would you like to race with the beetle?” he asked the
big gray rat. Then he added, ”I live next door to the tailor bird.
Just to make the race exciting. I’ll offer a bright-colored coat
as a prize to the one who wins the race. You may choose for it
any color you like and I’ll have it made to order.”
”I’d like a yellow coat with stripes like the tiger’s,” said
the big gray rat. He looked over his shoulder at his gray sides
as if he were Already admiring his new
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SELECTION FOURTEEN 14. 76
Lolita is a little Mexican girl. She is always busy, from
the moment she wakes up in the morning, until she falls asleep
at night.
Early in the morning she gets up. The first thing she does
is to roll up her bed and put it awayj
Lolita does not live in Mexico. She lives in the United
States, But many of the customs of her family are the same as
the customs and mys of her people who live in Mexico,
There, if you were traveling, you would see many little
white houses, Th5,y sre made of adobe.
Lolita lives in an adobe house.
Many Mexicans live in Lolita’s city. They have their own
market place. There, you can buy all kinds of fruit and vegetables.
People who have food to sell bring it in wagons or trucks to
a place on the public square. There they unload their wagons or trucks,
and are ready to sell you fine apples, potatoes, peaches, melons, or
any fruit or vegetable that can be raised.
Sometimes Lolita goes to the square to buy things for her
mother.
In little shops around the market place, you can buy many
beautiful Mexican things,
Lolita likes best the shop where she bought her little Mexican
doll. To get there, she had to pass a shop where they have big
sombreros, Lolita’s brother has a big sombrero, but he does not wear
it every day.
Another shop that Lolita likes is one where they sell beautiful
Indian rugs and Mexican pottery.
Out on the square there are many tables. There the people do
work or shop in the market, and many other s;> besides, go to eat Mexican
food.
The women who keep the stands, or little restaurants, make the
Mexican food, Lolita’s mother has a stand
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SELECTION FIFTEEN 15. 77
A big dog came running up to the little boy at the barn.
He almost knocked Tom down. The dog put his paws on Tom’s
shoulders. He tried his best to talk to him.
Tom threw his arms around the dog’s neck, and began to cry.
”0h. Father, Scotty has come homeJ” he cried. ”I»m so glad. I
thought he was lost for good.”
”Look at this,” said Father. ’’There is a rope around poor
Scotty’s neck. It is tied so tight it almost chokes him.” Scotty
had a great shaggy mane. It was like a ^lion’s mane. The rope was
buried in it.
Father got out his knife and cut the rope. He tried not to
hurt Scotty. ’ATnen the rope was off, Scotty looked at Father with
thankful eyes. Scotty shook himself. He was glad to have the rope
off his neck.
”I think someone stole Scotty, and tied him up,” said Tom.
”How did you get away? Good old Scotty; I am so glad to have you
home again.”
Scotty was Tom’s own dog. Scotty had been given to Tom when he
was a little puppy. He was so little that he wabbled when he v/alked.
But Scotty was now two years old, and was strong enough to pull a little
wagon. Scotty loved Tom very much. And Tom loved Scotty very much.
’’Come on, Scotty,” Tom called. ”We will go to see Mother.”
Then Tom and Scotty raced to the house. Father and big brother, John,
followed them to the house. 7/hen Mother saw Scotty, she hugged him.
Scotty had been gone a week.
”Are you hungry, Scotty?” asked Mother.
Mother gave him a plate of food. He ate it as if he were
starving.
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SELFXTION SIXTEEN 16.
Leandro lives in Spain, near the Mediterranean coast, not very
far from the Strait of Gibraltar. Leandro’s father says he has
planted a fortune for him. By this he means that he has planted an
orciiard of olive trees that some day will belong to the boy.
The trees were set out when Leandro was two years old, and by
the time he was ten, they were bearing fruit. They are small trees
yet, and Leandro knows that they may still be bearing olives when he
is an old, old man. In a near-by orchard, there are some big,
gnarled trees. Fds grandfather says that some of them are almost a
hundred years old, and they still bear olives.
If Leandro and his father prune their little trees: and spray
them, they will bear more olives than if they let them grow without
care. In the bright sunshine, the trees in Leandro’s orchard seem
almost to have leaves of silver, for the olive leaves are a. grayish
green.
Olives do not ripen till after the hot, dry, dusty summer.
Some are picked in September, but most of them are gathered in late
autumn or early winter. If the olives are to be pickled, they are
gathered just before they are ripe. They should be picked by hand,
for it bruises.' them if they are knocked or shaken off the trees.
Leandro is now large enough to help pick the olives.
Olives which are used for oil are not picked till they are
ripe. Leandro’s home is not far from a city, and his father sells
most of his ripe olives to the owner of a big oil press there,
but he makes some oil himself. He puts ripe olives in a place
hollowed out of a big stone, and on
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SELECTION SEVENTEEN 17. 79
The strange thing about the sea is that it never seems to
get tired or to rest. On some days the water was calm, but on
other days there were storms and we were afraid to go in the water.
Father tried to teach me to swim. I can, but just a little. I had
my mouth full of salt water many times, while I was learning.
The shore looked very clean at first. One morning, the waves
left many shells and other interesting things on the beach. Jane
picked up a starfish. ’ilVhile I was looking at it, one of its arms
came off. I wondered why, because I was holding it very carefully.
Father told me then, that some kinds of starfish protect
themselves in this way. P.Tien they are attacked or picked up, they
drop an arm, and try to escape. I felt very sorry for the starfish,
until Father said that it would grow another arm in places of the arm
it had dropped.
We saw crabs with big claws that would pinch, if we touched
them. We found bunches of seaweed, too. In the rock pools and close
to the shore, we found all kinds of little fishes. They stay in the
shallow water, so that the big fish cannot get near. Big fish eat
little fish, you know.
Every day we found something new on the shore. One day, I found
something that looked like a tiny pillow, with sharp points on the ends.
It was as tough as leather. I asked Mother what it could be.
She said, It is a skaters egg. The strings, or points catch
upon the seaweed, and the baby fish inside the egg rocks with the
waves until it is big enough to come out and swim away.”
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SELECTION EIGHTEEN 18. 80
Two Indians, Fleet Foot and Sharp Eye, walked quietly through
the forest. So soft were their footfalls that not even the birds
could hear a sound.
No wonder that Billie Beaver, working with all his might to
cut down a birch tree, failed to hear them. Besides, the wind
was blowing from the opposite direction and he could not even
smell them.
Suddenly Fleet Foot and Sharp Eye stood still.
Crash! and the birch tree fell across the trail just in front
of the Indians.
Billie waited for nothing. He just ran as fast as he could
toward the shining river. After him followed Fleet Foot and
Sharp Eye, getting their arrows ready for a shot.
But Billie Beaver reached the bank of the river and jumped
in. There was a great splash and not another sign of Billie Beaver
could the Indians see.
Even Sharp Eye, who was noted for seeing things nobody else
could see, could not see Billie Beaver.
Billie had disappeared.
So Fleet Foot and Sharp Eye went back to their wigwam without
any warm fur for mittens.
How Billie Beaver laughed, as he swam under water to the door
of his house!
He passed through the narrow door and into a tunnel. On he
went through the tunnel, which suddenly turned in a different
direction, so that only a soft, furry animal like a beaver could
squeeze through. Then he went on and on until he canje to an open
space where Mother Beaver and four little Beavers greeted him
joyfully.
”Why do you laugh. Father?^ asked Baby Beaver.
’^I fooled Fleet Foot and Sharp Eye just now. They wanted my
nice coat for mittens, but I ran and jumped into the river. They
will never catch me, even if I have to move away.»^

SELECTION NINETEEN 19 .
Many, many years ago the country of Denmark had a good and
wise king. His name was Geoffrey.
He had one son, whom he called Ogier.
We are told that many strange things happened at the birth of
this child.
When Ogier was only a few days old, six lovely fairies
visited him.
Each of these fairies had a choice gift for the new-born boy,
as they formed themselves into a circle around his bed.
The first fairy took the little one in her arms and said,
”I give to thee the power to be the bravest warrior of thy time.”
Then she handed the child to the next fairy.
The second fairy said, «l give to thee every chance to show
thy skill and valor. ^ Then she passed the little one to the next
fairy.
The third fairy said, »^I give to thee such pov^er that thou
Shalt never be conquered. And she passed him on to the next fairy.
The fourth fairy raised him in her arms. Then she placed her
hand upon his mouth and eyes, and said,’^I give to thee the gift to
please.’^ After saying these words, she passed him on to the next
fairy.
The fifth fairy said,T»i give to thee the sense and the will
to return love for love.^ After speaking thus, she passed the boy
to the sixth and last of his beautiful visitors.
Wlien it came the turn for Morgana, for such was the name of the
sixth fairy, to bestow her gift, she said, as she raised the little
one up in her arms, ^Charming child of Denmark, thou shalt be mine,
and thou shalt not die till thou comest to pay me a visit at my
Island of Avilion.
"
After placing the little Ogier back in his
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SELECTION NLTffiER TWENTY 82
What a brave lot of men, women, and children the pioneers
must have beenj They moved to the woods and valleys of the West
far away from the large towns and cities. There, in the wilderness
they built their log cabins or log houses, planted their gardens,
hunted, and fished. The only neighbors the pioneers had were the
'^Indians, and most of the time the I/^dians were very unfriendly.
Indeed, at the time of this story, they were on the war path and
the pioneer families were in real danger.
The pioneers'^ after their cabins v^ere built, all helped to
construct a log fort which they could use in times of danger.
Usually, it was two stories high, built of very strong logs.
The door had heavy bars on the inside to Iceep enemies from pushing
it open. There were no windows downstairs, but on the second floor
there were small holes cut in each side wall so that pioneers could
shoot at the Indians when the fort was attacked.
Among these pioneer children was a little girl called
Elizabeth Zane. Word had come to Elizabeth's cabin as well as to
the other cabins that the Indians were on their way to attack the
settlement. The pioneers took all the food and water they could
carry and fled to the fort. The men took their weapons too. No
sooner were all the people inside and safe than the Indians, yelling
madly, rushed through the woods toward the fort. There were twelve
men among the pioneers and each had a gun. They took their positions
on the second floor of the fort and fired carefully at the Indians
as they came on. Frightened at the accuracy of the fire from the fort,
the Indians turned and fled to the woods. The
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TEST NUMBER ONE
MEW-MEW
1. A cat said
bow-vjow. . . .Ben . • . .Alice . . .find me
2. Alice said, ”A cat is
here. .. .with Mother. . .in the house. . .with Ben
3. Alice ran to
the cat .. .mother .. .Ben. . .the dog
4. Ben will help me said
Alice. .. .mother .. .the cat... the baby
5. Ben said,
listen I will.... the cat ?7ill....run
6. Ben said, "Come to the
barn. . . . cat. . . house. . .dog
7. Ben and Alice
jumped. . .ran. . .played. . .helped
8. They went to
baby... the barn... the sandbox. . .mother
9. Alice said, "Is the cat
found. .. here. .. away .... in the tree
10. Mother said she saw a cat in the
house. . . .barn. . . . sandbox. . . .tree
11. Mother said to
creep. . . .run. . .
.
jump. . . hurry
12. Mother said to go to
the tree... the house. .. .Ben. ., to father
13. Ben will find
the baby Alice... the cat... mother
14. Ben said that he would
dance . . .mew. . . .run. . . help
15. Ben ran to
mother. . . .father. . .the tree. . . .Alice
16. He saw
a cat.... a dog..,. a parade.. .a girl
17. The cat said
mew-mew. . . . bow-w'ow . . . run ... go aw'ay
18. Alice said, "Come to
the house. . . .me. . . .Ben. . . .mother
19. The cat ran to
Alice. • . .Ben. . .mother. . . .the tree
20. A.lice said it is
Ben’s cat ... .mother ’ s cat my dog... my cat
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TEST NUiiiLEER TVvO
THE SLEEPY TEDDY BEAR
1. The little girl had
a cat... a doll... a toy... a pet
2. It was
big. . . . small. . . .broken. . .white
^ 3. It could
^ sing .... talk. .. creep. . .go to sleep
4. And the little girl had a
father. . . .Teddy Bear. . .sister. . .handkerchief
5. She wanted a
hen. . . .duck. . .wool^ dog. , . canoe
6. She wanted a
white rabbit . . .kite . . .bird. . . squirrel
7. Mother made
the duck... the hen... the cat... the dog. and the
rabbit
8. The little girl said, "I will play with them
all day . . . afterwards . . . today . . . alone
9. When night came, she said, am going
home ... away ... to sleep... in the house
10. Then Teddy Bear said, "I am
cross. . . .sleepy. . . ha-ppy dirty
11. He said that he did not knovf how to
cry laugh. . . sleep .... «^alk
12. Teddy Bear asked Wooly Dog how to
go to sleep... to laugh. . .cry .. .walk
13. Wooly Dog said to ask
the calf.... the boy....White Rabbit... the cat
14. White Rabbit said he did not
hear ... sing. . .play .. .know how
15. He said to ask
mother. .. .sister ... .Big Doll.... Big Bear
16. Big Doll said to lie down and
laugh. . . close ‘your eyes. . . cry. . . smile
17. They all laid down but could not
close their eyes. . .laugh. . .cry. . .smile
18. Wooly Dog said to lie in bed
all day.... all year... all morning. . .all night
19. In the morning Big Doll said that they did not
cry... close their eyes... laugh see
20. She said, ”No one went to ^eep but
V/hite Rabbit Teddy Bear. . .V/ooden Soldier. . .me
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TEST NUMBER THREE 3 85
What pet?
1. Helen saliS that they had no pet
at home.... on the farm.... in the country. ,. .in school
2. She said that they wanted
a pet.... a dog.... a cat,... a bird
2. Ben jumped up and said that he wanted a
dog. , . .horse. . . .cow. . , .monkey
4. The children said that a monkey was too
cross. . . .big. . . .small. . . .gruff
5. The children said that they could not have a monkey
at school,,.. at home,... in the room.,.. in the barn
6. Betty said that she had a pet in a
box. . . .basket. , , .cloth. . . .cave
7. Her pet was
yellow. ,. .brown. ,, .very white. ., .very black
8. Betty said that it could eat
food. .. .bread and milk. ., .cake. ,, .candy
9. Miss Brown looked into the
basket, . . .bowl, , . .box. , , .room
10. She saw a
puppy, , , .kitten. , . .hen. . • . little head
11. It was
very white. .. .purple, .. .very black
12. The children said, ”It is a
rabbit, , , .frog. , . .white mouse. , . .kitten
13. Betty said,”You may keep my mouse in the
basket. . . .grass. . . .market. . . .school
14. Out of the box the little white mouse
walked. , ,
,
jumped. . . .ran. , , .skipped
15. It ran up and down under
the table.... the stairs. ., .the book, ...the coats
16. Miss Brown told Betty to open
the door,... the window. ,. .the box,... the book
17. Betty opened the box and put in some
cheese. , . .bread. , , .milk. , . .bugs..
18. They said,”The white mouse may go
in the yard,,.. into the box.,.. out the door ... .under the table
19. The box was under the
chair,
. . .stove. . . .porch, , , .table
20. The mouse soon saw
the cake..,. the cheese. ., .the bread.,.. the candy
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The story is about a
little girl. . .Mother .Bear. .Father Bear.. Mother Deer and
her baby deer
They lived in the
barn. . .green woods. . .city. . .cave
Mother Deer had a bed for her
doll . . . dog . .
.
pet . . . baby
The bed was in the
garden. .. .the trees... the leaves... the basket
The bed was near
the garage .. .Blue Pond... the house... the fireplace
Little Deer v/as a
lovely baby. .noisy baby. .bad baby . . .ugly baby
He had beautiful
green spots ... eyes . .white spots.. brown spots
Every day his mother looked at him and said that he was
lovely. . .naughty. . .homely. . .mean
At first the little Beer had to stay
with his aunt... by himself . .with his brothers . .with hJLs
pet
He had to stay
in the earth. .in the w^ater..in the grass... in the leaves
Mother Deer went
away ... home ... to sleep... to eat
She v/ent to see what was going on
in the store.. in the church.. in the world.. in the house
Little Deer asked when he could go out to see
the v.'orld. . . the stars., his brothers .. the fish
His mother said that he must stay in iiis bed until his spots
grew bigger.. were red. .went av/ay..were black
Little Deer asked his mother vvhen his spots would
go away...gro7/ larger .. change color... turn red
Mother Deer said that his spots v.'ould go away when
he was good... it was time.. spring came.. it rained
He looked at his spots every
Sunday. . .week. . .year. . .day
The spots looked
blacker .. smaller .. .just as big.. larger
Little Deer was
asleep. .not happy. . .glad. .
.
playful
He did not like
his ears... his mother.. his color.. his spots
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1. Alice took Betsy Lee for a
walk .... ride ... trip .. . swim
2. Betsy Lee vras a
dog ... . baby .... cat . . . doll
3. They went into the
house. . . . barnyard. . . street. . .city
4. The animals began to
sing. . . . dance . . . talk. . . skip
5. The rooster was
yellov/. . . . blue . . . red .... orange
6. The rooster said
who are you. . .mew. . .yes, I v/ill. .. cock-a-doodle-doo
7 . The cow was
green. . . . red. . .black. . .white
8. Alice said that the cow was
old. . .dirty. . .pretty. . . . tired
9. Alice said that the cow could
7iTalk talk fight. . .
.
jump
10. The cow said
moo. . . . bov/-wovf. . .mew peep-peep
11. The hens were
red ... . white . . . brovm . . . black
12. One hen walked up to
May.... the forest. . .Alice. .. the house
13. She gave her sometning
to drink.... to read... to play v/ith. ..to eat
14. The hen
ate and ate ... slept .. .walked. . .jumped
15. The hen said
mew. . . . bow-wow. . . .moo. . . cluck, cluck
16. Alice asked Eetsy Lee what she could
do sing. . . say. . .finish
17. Eetsy Lee did not say
moo . . . .mew a v.'ord. . . bow-wovr
18. All the ducks started to
laugh clap . . . smile ... talk
19 . They said
quack bow-wow . . . mev; moo
20. All the ducks said it
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1. The Czar had a
son. . . .heautiful aughter .... horse, . two sons
2. He was
not happy. . . . sick. . . .glad. . . tired
5.
He said he would be iiappy if he could
sing. .. dance. .. fly with the birds. . .run
4. Many tried to make iiim
a car.... a boat a train... a flying slilp
5. No one could make the
flying ship . . . sled. . . train. . . boat
6. He said that the man who could make the skip could have
horses ... gold. .. his daughter and half of his kingdom
silver
7. In the country a poor v/oman had
an airplane. .. son, Ivan .. .daughter. May... a cow
8. Ivan said that he would
find the flying ship... go to bed. .'work. . .eat
9. His mother said that he would be
a bad son.
..
glad. ... late. ... lost
10. But Ivan said that he would
stay home. ... dance. .go to find the ship., .get lost
11. His mother gave him
a crust of bread... a cake. .. candy .. .milk
12. Ivan went
a little way.... a long way .. .home. . .w'ith his mother
13. He met
ladies... an old man..... a princess .... a boy
14. The old man asked him where
he was he lived... he ate... he v/as going
15. Ivan said that he was going to find a
boat.... a flying ship. .. .train. .. sled
16. The old man said to first sit down and
talk .... play .... sleep .. .h£ive some lunch
17. Ivan said that he was
hungry ... hot ... . ashamed of his lunch. . . tired
18. He said that he only had
a crust of bread. .. cake. .. candy ... an orange
19. He opened nis lunch and there v/as
a crust of bread. ... chocolate. .fine bread and meat
cheese
20. There was also
candy .. .milk. . .white cake .. .yellow cake
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1. Father opened the
vi/indow. . .door .. .box. . .room
2. Peter said, "Look at the
dogs .... children. . . . birds . . . boys
3. The cbdldren
cried. . . sat dov^n. . . ran . . . shouted
4. All the children xere
talking .... crying. . . sad. .
.
playing
5. Some birds were






flew ate. . .laughed. . . sang
7. Some birds
shouted. . . .walked. . . talked. . .flew
8. One bird called
Polly Peter. . . father. . . children
9. The children
ran. . . . clapped . . . sang . . .laughed
10. Polly shook her
foot. . . .head. . .hand. . .hat
11. She did not want a
carrot . . . book. . . bean. . .cracker
12. Mr. Long was
the father... the shop keeper... a friend... a boy
13. He took the children to a
store... dark room... back room... show-
14. It w'as full of
eats ... birds. . co’ws . . .dogs
15. All the dogs
barked. . .laughed. . . .bit. . .ran away
16. Some dogs were
bad. . .
.
good. . . . big. . . cross
17. Some dogs were
violet. . . .green. . . cross . . . .white
18. The shopkeeper looked at a big
cov/ brown dog. .. cat ... bird
19. He was
cross. . . .Peter. . .
.Dan Santa
20. Dan played
tricks music . . .
.
games . . . ball
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We have two dogs
in a basket.. in a truck... on our farm.. in the kitchen
One dog has
a doghouse. .ten puppies .. three puppies .. four puppies
VJe feed the puppies
cream. . .meat . . .milk. . . cake
They all want to eat
at once... in turn. . cake ... fast
There is no room for
the stove... the cow... the kittens. . .all the puppies
I picked up one puppy and put him
in the milk.... next to the pan.. out doors.. next to the
house
He put his paws
on his mother.. on his face.. into the milk... into the mud
He licked the milk from
the dish... the kittens. .. iiis tail.. his paws
Soon the puppies were
happy. . . tired. . .playing. . .running
They v/ent to sleep
in the pan.. under the tree'.. in a basket . .under the steps
Their mother is
in the barn. .nearby ... in the yard.. far away
The puppies grew
slowly .... big. . .small. . . .fast
The puppies can
rim and play ... sing. .. skip ... jump
They like to play with
Molly... the birds .. .^olly ' s kittens ... the girls
The puppies are afraid of
Molly.... the boys... the farmer.. the kitten
Molly has
sharp claws... the puppies ... sharp teeth. .. sharp ears
The puppies hide in the
house. . .h-ay. . .nest. . .trees
When Molly goes away the puppies
jump. .. .play .. .run. . .leave the nest
They go to the door of the
barn. . . . house. . .kitchen. . . .dog house
If they see Molly they run back to the
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1. Eliza Ann’s father had to work
in the garden. .near home.. on his farm... far from home
2. He rode over
the bridge .... the prairie. . .the field.. the hill
3. He rode to look after
his horses... his house., ids cattle. .. iiis child
4. Eliza and her mother were left
alone.... in the barn..v/ith father... in town
5. One day when Eliza Ann’s father was av/ay her mother v/as
sewing. . . .ill. . .well singing
6. She needed
a horse... a cow... a farmer... a doctor
7. There was no
medicine food. . .horse. . .house
8. The nearest town was
near.... over the hill... ten miles awny..on a river
9. Eliza Ann w'as
afraid. .. sick. .. sad. . .a brave little girl
10. She knew^ that on the prairie there w^ere
goats. . .dogs. , .Indians.. .farmers'
11. But she got on her
dog ...
.
pony . . . sled . . . skates
12. She rode to the nearest neighbor to get
help. . . . food. . .away. . .father
13. The neighbor was
cross . . . av/ay . . . . kind. . . .brave
14. She gave eve'^ything that she bnd that would make people
sick. . . . happy . . . .afraid. . .well
15. Eliza Ann thanked the neighbor and started for
the lavn ... home ... the doctor.. her father
16. V/hen she had gone a little way she saw
a cloud of rain... a boy.. a. cloud of dust.... a dog
17. She knew that it was dust from
running horses .. running cows... a car... a train
18. She cried that it was a band of
covers . . . horses . . . children .... Indians
19. She must run for
her life.... the friend... her father.. her mother
20. She did not stop until she saw her
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Grace and Ruth ran to meet their
father. . . .mother. . . aunt. . .uncle
They asked, "May we have
a v/igwam...a playhouse ... a doll... a dog
Father said, "Can you draw a picture of the
dog cat .... doll . .
.
playhouse
They said, "That will be easy because at school we draw
trees ... .plans of houses. . .cats. . .dogs
They drew/ a plan that showed
four rooms ... six rooms., five rooms... tT»o rooms
The rooms were
big a hall... a kitchen and living-room. . .a bedroom
She made the kitchen smaller than the
bedroom. . .dining-room. . .door. . . . living-room
Vi/hen the plan was made they showed it to
their father .. .their mother.. the teacher.. the milkman
The father said that it was
not good... too large .. .good. .. very poor
The next day mother asked them if they had some
boxes . . . cardboard. . . bricks .... colors
The next day mother said that they might make
a toy playhouse. . .a cake... a barn... a hen house
They said, "Won’t you help us
father. . . .mother. . . . sister. . . . children
Mother was glad to help
the fellows . . . the boys... the dolls... the girls
They made a cardboard house w'ith
no doors... blue walls ... green roof... white walls and
red roof
And it had
a green door... a pink wdndow...a red cnimney . . .no chimney
They put trees and bushes
around the house.. on the path.. in the street.. in a garden
Beside it they put
other houses... a bird path. . .bright flowers.. a drive
When Mr. Page came home, they showed him
the wooden house.. the cardboard house.. the pets.. the big
barn
He was
happy cross . . . . surprised. . . sad
He said that it looked
fine... too big. .. .badly .. .torn
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ELIZABETH ELIZA'S NEW PIANO
1. Elizabeth had a new
dress . .
.
piano .... desk. .
.
pet
2. The moving men put it in the
bedroom. . .kitchen. . . hall. . .parlor
3. They put it in front of
the stove... the chair... the wind ov- .. .the door
4. After they had gone the Peterkins came in
to look at the piano.... to sing... to play... to read
5. They found it with its back toward
the stairs.. the middle of the room.. the porch. .the hall
6. It's face looked out of the
window . . . door . . . box . . . bedroom
7. How could Elizabeth
sing. .. .read. .. .play on it... eat
8. Her brother said, not open the
piano. . .book. . . .door. . . .window
9. Then Elizabeth could sit on the
chair. . . .mat. . .porch. . . floor
10. She could play the piano through
the window... the door... the house.. the hall
11. Elizabeth said, "Tliat's a good
little boy .. .plan. . . song... book
12. So they opened
the door.... the sandwich. .. the piano... the window
13. On the porch they put
the piano bench. ..the piano... the chair... the table
14. In the evenings, Mr. Peterkin liked to take
a hoppi'^skip. . . .a walk... a lunch. ..a nap
15. The rest of the family liked to sit
in the garden... on the steps.. on the porch. .in the bedroom
16. They liked to listen to Elizabeth's
playing .... reading . . . singing . . . talking
17. This did very w^ell
in winter... in spring.. in fall... in the summer
18. In the fall, the air from the open window' was
too w^arm...too cold... too hot... too v/et
19. The family no longer liked to sit out in the cold to
eat.... hear the music... to hear the birds.. sing
20. The lady next door said, "W'hy don't you turn the piano






1. The days were beginning to get
cold. . .hot. . .fair. . .wet
2. The leaves on the trees had turned to
silk. . . .green. . .gold. . .black
3. The ground was covered v/ith
flowers .... leaves . . animals . .water
4. Jack Frost came in
the morning.. the summer... the spring.. the night
5 J d. olc F I*o ^ t
helped the flowers .. covered the trees with white
warmed the flowers . .washed the flov/ers
6. When the sun came up the sparkling white
went away ... turned to red. . stayed. . turned to gold
7. Jane wanted Jack Frost to stay away because he would
burn the nuts.. make the garden pretty .. freeze the flowers
keep the flowers warm
8. When Jack Frost came Joe was glad because he wanted to go
to supper . .outside. . .to Mr. Bpoto’ s home
9. He wanted to get
breakfast. . .hickory nuts. . .cold. . .flowers
10. That morning Mr. Brown and Dick v:alked down to the
hickory trees... the garden.. the store... the town
11. Dick and his father saw nuts
in the trees.. in the road.. on the fence.. on the ground
12. Dick and his father saw
flowers... a church. . .nuts ... a book
13. The nuts hit
the squirrels ... .Dick. .. the leaves.. the branches
14. Dick liked to hear
the thumping sound... the noise of the ?/ind. .the flowers grow
.... a whistle
15. The squirrels saw'
the leaves . . . the flovvers. . .the nuts . . the children
16. They ran
to the children.. to the garden.. to the nest.. to the ground
17. They got some
bread. . .cake. . .nuts. . .milk
16. They wanted them for
summer. . . spring mother. . .winter
19. The next morning the postman brought
a let ter... a nut... a box... a horse
20. The letter was for
J ane . . .Joe Henry . . . father
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TEST NUMBER THIRTEEN
HOW THE BEETLE GOT A NEW COAT
1. In Brazil the beetles have
beautiful coats... silk coats ... plain coats .. .warm coats
2. Years ago the coats were
pretty .. .bright ... .plain and bro^vn. . . . red
3. One day a little brown beetle was
running. ... jiimping. .. singing. .. crav/ling along a wall
4. A big gray rat ran out of a hole in the
ground. . . .wall. .
.
grass. . . .wood
5. He said that the beetle crav/led
slowly. . . .quietly. . .quickly fast
6. The big, gray rat said that he could run
slowly .... around .... fast . . . . down
7. He ran to the end of the
park. .. .road. . .walk. . .wall
8. When he came back the beetle had crawled
away... a short distance ... an inch... off
9. The rat asked the beetle if die wished she could
run like him. .. sing .. .read. . .v/rite
10. The little beetle replied
no kindly . .
.
politely . . . crossly
11. Her mother had taught her never to
lie. . . .hop. . .cough. . .boast
12. The little beetle never boasted about
her dresses .. .the things she could do.. her flying.. her mother
13. She just went slowly
home. .. .upstairs. . .away ... crav/ling along the wall
14. The green parrot was in the
mango tree ... grass ... sun. . .banana tree
15. He heard
a noise. . .nothing. . .the conversation music
16. He asked the rat how he w^-ould like to race
a deer... the beetle an eagle... a mouse
17. He said that he lived next door to the
duck goat. . .bluebird. . .tailor bird
18. He said that he would offer
candy.... a hat.... a prize .. .money
19. The prize was to be a
hat... bright colored coat .. .drum. .. handkerchief
20. The rat said that he would like
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The story is about
a Mexican girl.. a Mexican boy.. Santa Claus.. a big girl
She is
May. . .Lolita. . tired. . . happy
Lolita lives in
a house... a tent... a barn.. the United States
If you were travelling there you would see
little white houses. . little grass houses . .little tents
.... stone houses
She is always
busy .. .tired. .clean. . sleeping
She gets up
late. . .often. .quietly. . .early
The first thing she does is to
dress herself . .roll up her bed.. wash her face.. comb her
hair
Then she puts her bed
in the barn.. on the ?jall..out of doors.. away
Lolita lives in a house made of
wood . . . adobe .... logs . . . bricks
In Lolita's city there are many
men. . . .Mexicans . .Butch. .
.
girls
On the public square they have a
meadow. .. .ball field. .market place ...circus
People bring their food to the market in
baskets. . .wagons or trucks. .beds. .trains
There you can buy all kinds of
cookies . . .games . . toys . . .fruits
Sometimes Lolita goes to the square to buy things for her
grandmother. .mother. .brother, .sister
She likes best the shop w'here she bought her
Mexican doll.. big dog. .rabbits. .horse
To get there she has to pass a shop where they sell
big rings. .cloth. .goods. .big sombreros
Another shop that she likes is where they sell
rings. .hats. . .Indian rugs... dolls
On the square there are many
tables. . .sleds. .chairs. .cabbages
Many people go there to eat
fruit. .. .bread. . .Mexican food., apples
The food is made by the
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1. The story is about
a dog.. a horse... a bird.. a soldier
2. The dog’s anme was
Eoy . . .Scotty. . .March. . .Tom
3. The dog ran to
father. . .sister . . .Tom. , .brother
4. He put his paws on Tom’s
shoulders. .head. .back. .face
5. He tried to
bite. . .v.-rite. .walk. . talk
6. Tom threw his arms around
the dog his father... a bird... a girl
7. Around Scotty’s neck was
a stick... a rope... a band... a bottle
8. Father cut the rope with
a l-mife....a rock., a pen... a stick
9. Scotty looked at father with
blue eyes.. deep eyes. . thankful eyes.. cross eyes
10. Tom thought that someone stole
Scotty... the rope.. the knife.. the stick
11. He asked Scotty
where he was.. the time..hov/ he got av;ay..if he was happy
12. Scotty was
James’ dog.. his father’s dog.. Tom’s dog.. his mother’s dog
13. When Scotty was given to Tom he was
big.... a puppy.. tw>'o years old.. three years old
14. tie was so little that he
wabbled. . could not walk.. fell asleep.. ran
15. Scotty was now
a puppy.. two years old.. three years old..a^eep
16. He was strong enough to pull
a ball... a clock... a barn... a wagon
17. Tom and Scotty loved
cake.... to talk... each other .... school
18. Tom and Scotty raced to see
mother .... sister . . . brother . . father
19. Mother gave Scotty
a plate of food., a pen.. a stick., a bird
20. Father felt Scotty’s
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The story is about a little boy who lives in
Spain.. the country. .the city.. the woods
His father has planted
grass....nut trees... an orchard of olive trees.. apple trees
The trees were set out when Leandro was
a big boy..tw'o years old., six years old., a man
When he was ten years old they were
very large. .bearing fruit.. very small.. cut down
They will be bearing olives when he is
a young man. .kind .. sad. . an old man
In a nearby orchard are some
bushes . . .gnarled trees . .potatoes . . .nuts
Some of the trees that bear olives are almost
a hundred years old.. a year old.. ten years old.. a month
old
If Leandro and his father prune and spray the trees they wdll
bear more
nuts . . .plums . . . birds . . .olives
In the bright sunshine the olive trees seem to have
yellow leaves ,. large leaves ... leaves of silver .. leaves of
gold
They seem this way for the olive leaves are
grayish green, .brov/n. .blue, .black
Olives ripen after the
rain. . .winter. . spring. . hot dry SLumaer
Most olives are picked in
summer . . . late autumn . . s pr ing . . win ter
The olives are picked by
forks. . .scissors. . .hand. . .poles




Olives wilich are used for oil are picked when they are
cold. . .dry. . .ripe. . .red
Olives are gathered before they are ripe if they are to be
cooked. . .pickled. . . .baked. . . eaten
The boy’s home is not far from
the country ... the town., .the fair... the city
His father sells most of his olives to the ovaier of a
big oil press ... store . . farm... a train
He keeps some olives for himself to make
candy .... cake . . . oil ... soap
He puts ripe olives in a place in the
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1. The strange thing about the sea is ttiat it never seems
to rest... to gro7/...to work... to spill
2. On some days the water is
dry calm. . . deep . . .warm. . .
.
3. Father tried to teach him to
slide . . . splash. . . swim. . .roll
4. He can swim
like father ... very well .... a little. .. .slowly
5. Many times while he was learning he had his mouth full of
salt water ... rain. . cake... milk
6. One morning the waves left
a kitten. .. sticks .. a wheel... many shells
7. Jane picked up a
turtle. . . . starfish. . stick. . .flower
8. w vnip he was looking at it one of its arms
came off . .colored. . .pulled. .grew
9. Father said that is the way starfish
grow. . . .live. .look. .protect themselves
10. Vvhen they are attacked they drop
a hand.... a book... an arm... a rock
11. I felt
better ... .sorry. .glad. .funny
12. Father said that it w*-ould
die... go to sleep.. grow another arm.. play
13. We also saw
a frog. .. .crabs. . .bugs. .fish
14. The crabs had
big claws.., six ears... a iiouse...a sw-eater
15. The big claws w^ould
close. . . .grow. . .pinch. . .tear
16. In the rock pools we found
big fishes ... ducks ., little f ishes .. ships
17. They stay in
deep water ... ponds .. .brooks .. shallow 'water
18. One day he found something that looked like
a bovvl ... a fan ... a hood ... a tiny pillow
19. On the end it had
a flag. ... sharp points . .feet ... a hold
20. Mother said that it was
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Fleet Foot and Sharp Eye were
dogs . . bears . .white children. . .Indians
They were walking




quietly .... fast . . . slov/ly
They saw
Billie Beaver... a cat... a dog... a rabbit
Billie Beaver was
running playing. . .working. . .sleeping
The Indians tried to




guns . . s tone s . . balls
They wanted
food fur . . . shoe s . . . books
Billie Beaver ran
slowly .. .fast. .. .with a hop.. with a noise
He ran
to the hills to the tree.. to the Indians.. to the river
The river was
siiining .... green . . .muddy . . , deep
Billie Beaver jumped
into a basket.. into the tree.. into the river.. in the boat
There was
a great splash. ..a big shout.. a big fire.. a big noise
Billie Beaver swam
to his house.. to the Indians .. .under a tree.. to a stone
The Indians
shot him. ... could not see him.. caught him.. saw him again
Billie Beaver swam
to his house.. to the Indians . .under a tree.. to a stone
As he swam to his house Billie Beaver
cried. . . . shouted. . laughed. . .jumped
The Indians went
to the forest.. to their wigwam. .to their work.. to Billie
Beaver
Mother Beaver greeted Billie Beaver
with a jump.
.
joyfully .. crossly .. .with a stick
V'ihen Billie Beaver came home, the four little Beavers were
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1. Many years ago the country of Denmark had a
blue fairy.. good king.. kind prince. .princess
2. The king’s name was
Santa Claus. . . .Easter. .Geoffrey. .Indian
3. The king had
a daughter ... two sons.. three sons.. one son
4. He called the son
Boy . . . .Easter . . .Ogier . . . .Pan
5. Many strange things happened at the birth of
tliis child... this girl... a fairy., a princess
6. When Ogier T/as a fevf days old, he was visited by
his uncles.. six fairies.. his aunts.. four boys
7. The fairies were
homely cross. .lovely. . .unkind
8. Each of the fairies had a choice gift for the
little girl. ... princess .. .king. .newborn boy
9. They formed themselves into a circle
in the garden. .around his bed.. in the woods . .around the
house
10. The first fairy gave him the power to be the
bravest warrior .. .best boy .. prettiest girl . .kindest boy
11. The second gave him the chance to show
kindness .. skill and valor .. goodness. .fear
IS. The third fairy said that she gave such power that he siiall
never be
cross . . . afraid. .kind. . .conquered
13. The fourth fairy said tliat she gave him the gift
to please.... to run... to jump to sing
14. after she said this she passed him on to the next
prince. . .king man. . fairy
15. The fifth fairy said that she gave him the sense to return
the basket.. love for love. .home. .the king
16. After she said this she passed the boy to the last of the
children. .kings . .beautiful visitors. .men
17. The sixth fairy raised the little one up in
the air... her arms.. a basket... a chair
18. She said, ’’Charming child of Denmark, thou shalt be
mine a king .... good . . . bad
19. Thou shalt not die till thou comest and pay me
a penny.... a book... some corn... a visit
20. He was to pay a visit on the
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1. The pioneers moved to
the city town, .the Vnest. . .New York
2. There they built their
boats. . .cupboards. .roofs. . .log cabins
3. The neighbors the pioneers had were
the Indians .. .children. .old men.. cooks
4. Most of the time the Indians were
funny., unfriendly., good.. kind
5. At the time of this story they were on the
lawn. . .walk. .war path. .road
6. The pioneer families were
in danger .. sick. .big. . .glad
7. After the cabins were built they all helped to construct
a wall... a fort.. a store... a house
8. They used it
once. ... often. . some ti^.es .. in times of danger
9. The fort v/as
white. . .open. . .two stories high. .. small
10. They built it of
sticks strong logs.. oak., .twigs
11. The door had
heavy bars... a windo?/..a key... sticks
12. There were no windows
upstairs ... in the roof . .within. .downstairs
13. Holes were cut in each wall so that they could
see . .
.
play . . shoot . . . look
14. Among the pioneer children was
Santa Claus. ..a policeman. .Elizabeth Jane. . .May
15. Word had come that the -i-ndians were on their way to attack
the family .. .New York. . their friends. .the settlement
16. The pioneers took water and food and fled to
the Indians. . .Elizabeth ^ ane . .the fort... the garden
17. The men also took their
weapons . . . coats . . cars . . sheep
18. When the people were inside the Indians came yelling
softly .... madly . . .nearby . . loudly
19. There were twelve men among the
Indians. . .people. .pioneers. . .rooms
20. They took their positions on the second floor and fired
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